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The suooess of any extended research activity in the
field of Secondary Education depends largely on the sym
pathetic co-operation of a relatively large number of per
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This has been especially true in

regard to the present study of costs in the public schools
of Spokane, Washington*
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i:T T % riiT O T in T

lerlodD of flnenolal etrlnfreney usiially re stilt In at
tempts to ciirtall public ©xpeneee*

The present business

depression offers no esoeption to this rule#

This present

crisis does, however, possess at least one uniru@ feature:
the system of free public education in the United
has been subjected to terrific assaults#
tually flrhting for its life*

ta tee

I’duoatlon is ao-

The battle is not limited

to any state or locality; it ie nation-wide in Its scope#
Undoubtedly the enormous growth of the public school
system since 1890 has been a contributing factor in the
organization and solidification of the opponents of the
free public eohools#

^uch a huge sum of money ie now ex

pended aanimlly(^2,S0?#0OQ,OO0 in 1939-30) In the United
tatea for public eohools that a sharp reduction in edu
cational costs représenta a tremendous saving to taxpay
ers* ^
Argumenta for reduction of school oxpenses lie over
at hand*

The situation in

'pokane ie especially favora

ble for those who would limit the cost of education#

The

growth in the coot of the public schools of 'roh&ne is

1*

'chool and 'ociety, ed # by J. 'oSeen TattellCUew York
City# Jan* 10# 1931)# UauoationRl Costs, n* 62♦
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2.

astoTmàlng*

The first school levy on record(that for the

school year of 1875-77) raised $200 to cover the complete
2
expenses of the school year. In 1888-89 the cost had in3
creased to ^58,358. The total coat for the 1931-32 year
4

was $2,312,483.95.
Attitude of the i’uhlio
naturally such a staggering increase in costs attracts
immediate attention.

During the past several years there

has been a steadily increasing demand on the part of the
public for a complete explanation of the situation.
It is easy enough to account for the increase in the
cost of schools by referring vaguely to the "fads and
frills of education,"

At least a part of the public Is

often only too willing to accept such an answer.

The re

sult is that citizens are likely to think of the education
al system as performing useless tasks at exorbitant expense
to the community.

Such an attitude on the part of the pub

lic is usually unfair and at best unscientific.
Factors in the Hising Costs of Education
Evasions or half-truths about the public school situa-

2.
3.
4.

ITelson W, Durham, Spokane and the Inland Empire(3 vols.,
Chicago, Spokane, and Philadelphia, 1912), I, p, 583,
50th Annual Report of the Spokane Public SohoolsTSpokane% June 30, 1925%, p, 62,
AnnualReport of the Secretary of the Board(Spokane.
June 30, 19327, p, ^TZ
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ti«m in ''pe'kum

been mmwroim# eepednlly In the üoI*

wmo o f the A&ilj no#eg#per8#

o f the dieeimaion e œ «

c o m i n g yi0lng eoste in t W eohoel# fmo nefleotei entire^

ly# oif tenohei but <mew.%ly# is|«oa the v l W L fheter# th&t
detere-iine- these rielng eeate#

ftmm fhetore in the rietni?

ooetB of free publie M n e&tien ere:
1»
S#
3#
4#
3#
d#
7#
0#
9#
10#

laere&se in tlie length of the eoMel tem#
Setter training of tenehere#
r»ielng selnrieè, which represent the %*rie#that
eehooie mist
to obtain ^mlifiod permno w W
would othere!BO go Into ©oonosio oooa^mtionr#
Inor#f\po in eehcol ettendeno#.
Oongolwry etteadanoe* which ha® hrmight. m r o
pereon® of eokool age into the eohool##
-btlerged attendanoe <m the upper level® fthe nppor
grade# and the h i ^ echool elmoom'i where per
onpita eoets are higher#
Tho hnilding progreo and the eoneeqnent m^thou^
from the larger n m # e r of building##
Snrlohed onrrionlim*
"bstp^eioa of eohool eerrioee#
Taiue of the dollar#
Aim# of Thi® f'nnre^

At thle point, the author m m % in all fOlmoor ndnit
that he would not he sturprieM to diroover that ti:.® 10
fbetore Jnet mntioned ore responeihle for virtmvll^ nil
of the inoresco in oohool expense in fpokane#

■‘«r.vever,

thie opinion trill not be # m i t tod to interfere in cm
honett etterspt to arrive at the truth of the matter#
After «11 «valiable mteriel hearing uroa the ouhjeot of nchool eoste la *fOtsno W e hoea ooll^otod, it io
the intention of the author to he iiaparttnl in currying
out the following progmai
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1*
80

The arrangement of the data In a logical manner

that in the future this Information will he readily a-

vailahle to those seeking it,
2,

The determination of exactly how the rising costs

of education in Spokane have heen affected by each of the
10 vital factors already mentioned.
Limitation of the Subject
The material submitted in this study will deal with
the period beginning in 1876 and ending in the spring of
1932,

TZhatever material ie available since 1932 will be

included whenever this is desirable,

îTight school classes

and summer school classes will not be included in this
study because they are practically self supporting and con
sequently of small importance to this investigation.
Difficulties Encountered
Because Spokane provides for no research department
in connection with its public schools, whatever statisti
cal matter is desired must be obtained from the various
annual reports of the school board, the superintendent,
or the secretary of the board,

Eo such reports or records

are on file for any year before 1890,

In addition, there

has been a tendency for each new board, secretiry, or sup
erintendent to keep his own records in his own way.
has prevented uniformity in the school records,

This

I’uch in

formation that might have an important bearing on the sub-
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jeot of rising school costs is not available in any form.
In several cases, the author has had to rely solely upon
the statements of persons who remember some of the history
of the past.

In other oases it has been necessary for the

investigator to make estimates of figures when the records
have proved misleading or vague,

These difficulties imde

it necessary to spend over a year in the collection of tin
data used in these pages.
Organization of Ilaterial
For purposes of comparison, material will be summariz
ed when possible on United States census years.

However,

certain other years of especial signiflcanoe to Spokane or
the Spokane public schools will be considered also.

These

latter dates will Include 1889, the year '.'ashington became
a stste; 1913, the year designated by the United States
government as the point from which to estimate the value of
the dollar; 1921, the year in which Spokane teachers were
given a substantial raise in pay and a salary schedule ; and
1925, the fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of free
public education in Spokane,
The Survey as a Method of Research
School surveys are not a new method of attracting pub
lic attention to the true educational status of the commun
ity.

One of the most valuable surveys to date was the

Missouri Survey, conducted for the state of I'issourl by or.
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6.
W. Cm Bag ley of Colrunbia University and pntlished in two
volumes in 1916.

An Official Survey of the Educational

Institutions of the State of Washington was directed "by
P. P. Claxton, United States commissioner of education,
in 1916.

It was published in one volume.

Virtually any annual school district report is a
partial survey of the schools of the district.

Recently,

the school boards of several leading cities have made a
special effort to put the educational facts of the city
graphically before the citizens.

The annual report of the

board of education of Camden, Hew Jersey, is a noteworthy
example of vhat can be done to educate the taxpaying pub
lic.

The Camden report is called The Taxpayer and the

Schools.

The school board of Evansville, Indiana, follow

ed the lead of Camden in September, 1933, with an annual
report for 1932-33 entitled The Taxpayer and the Public
Schools.
One previous survey has been conducted in Spokane.
This survey was conducted by Superintendent 0. G. Pratt
of the Spokane public schools during 1920 and 1921.
title of the survey was A School Building Survey.

The
The

results of the study were printed in the Annual Report of
the Superintendent of Schools for 1920-21, page 4 to 45.
The principal purpose of the study was to show the need of
a junior high school division in the city school system.
Little of the material is of any use in the present survey.
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CHilPTER II
FROM TRADIIÎG POUT TO LtETROPOLIS
Spokane, the ooxmty seat of Spokane County,
Washington, had a population of 115,514, according to
the Official United States Census of 1950.

The assessed
5
valuation of Ihe city had reached ^89,048,225. Bank
deposits amounted to v65,519,539 and the bank clearings
6
aggregated 4^669,737,000. The United States Post Office
7
announced yearly receipts of ÿl,042,081. The area included
8

vjithin the city limits v;as 41.48 square miles.
These figures represent a remarkable grovvth In Spokane
since the first accurate count of population was made by the
United States government in 1880.

At that time, the number
9
of inhabitants in Spokane Falla (so-called until 1891) was
three hundred and fifty.

There were half a hundred straggling

buildings in the village.

Its total property valuation was
10

probably less than (10,000#

Two banks, the resources of
11
v/hioh were problematical, had been opened* Mail arrived as
often aa twice a week, but the citizenry hoped to have this

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Spokane Chamber of Commerce, Annual Report. 1930, p. 10.
Ibid, p. 6.
Spokane Chamber of Commerce, op, cit., p. 8.
Official Map of Spokane. Office ox Spokane City Engineer.
JCurhara, op# ouT. , p S ' 6 9 .
Statement of Thomas Teakle, Uorthwest history authority.
Burham, op. cit., p. 373-376.
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a«rvio« in@r#aa#d to thro# times every seven days eventual*1*
10
ly* She total area of the townsite was 1*56 square miles.
Early History
The word Bpokane originally designated a tribe of
Indians living In the valley of the Spokane River.
14
translated, means "Children of the San."

Spokane,

The name Spokane first came into hlstorloal prominence
in 18X0 when Flnan MaoDonald founded Spokane House, a furtrading establishment at the mouth of the Little Spokane
River.

Spokane House was located about ten miles northwest

of the present elty of Spokane.
All the fur business of the Paoiflo Horthwest was
thrown Into the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company by the
%ar of 1812*

Later, this British concern persistently

olung to its posts in this region even after the Treaty of
1846 had definitely fixed the permanent boundary between
Canada and the United States.

Fort Colville, Washington,

the last American headquarters to be abandoned by the Hudson's
16
Bay Company, was held until 1869.
First Settlers
The falls of the Spokane Elver first attracted perman
ent Settlers during 1871 In the persons of S. B, Scranton
and J# J* Downing, oattlemen.

12.
10.
14,
16*
16,

Downing began the operation

Statement of XhomaS Teakle, Horthwesthistory authority.
Offlelal Hap of Spokane, loo. olt.
Durham, op, olt., p. 640.
Seorge w. Fuller, The Inland Empire (4 vols., Spokane
and Denver. i T O l f , p. l52•
Thomas Teakle, northwest history authority.
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of a sawmill in 1872*

Two years later (1874), J. N.

Glover, J* N. Matheny, and Cyrus F* Yeaton bou^t the en
tire holdings of Dovning and Ccranton for $4,000*

The

purchasers felt that Spokane Falls was likely to be in
cluded on the route of the proposed Northern Pacific
17
Railway*
Several important events took place in 1879.

A* M.

% n n o n opened the first financial institution, the Bank
18
of Spokane Falls* F, H. Cook founded the >eekly Times,
19
the pioneer newspaper# On October SO Spokane County was
created by the territorial legislature, with Spokane Falls
20

as the county seat*
The Northern Pacific actually arrived in June, 1881*
From this time until 1889, the town grew rapidly inpopula21

tion and wealth.
Two important events of 1889 combined to write finis
to the frontier period of Spokane's history*

The first of

these was the disastrous fire of August 4, which completely
razed the business district.
stroyed#

Thirty-two blocks were de

The loss was estimated at 4^6,000,000, but

$2,500,000 v/as covered by insurance*

The conflagratlon,

although a calamity at the xinie, actually cleared the city

17.
18.
19*
20*
21.

Durham,op# cit*, p. ii^29-Si53.
Durham,op. cit., p. 373-75.
Darham,op* cit*, p* 358.
Thomas Teakle, Northwest history authority*
Durham,op* cit*, p* 415-419.
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10.
of many unsightly buildings and made possible the arpearanoe of a nevi and finer Spokane.
was admitted to the Union:
22
end.

On November 11, Washington

the territorial days v.ere at an

Modern Spokane
The citizens of Spokane Falls did not lose faith in
the future after the razing of the city.
two years, many changes took place.
rebuilding of the city.

During the next

Most Important was the

By 1891, a new and imposing Spokane

had arisen from the ashes of the old*
the community became a chartered city.

On March 24, 1891,
The new name was

Spokane.

Thus even the name of the early settlement passed
23
from existence.
The history of Spokane is most logically divided into
two parts;

one before the admission of Washington to state

hood and one afterward.

The period which ended in 1889 has

been briefly summarized to point out two characteristics:
(1) the comparative youth of Spokane and (2) the rapid early
development of the city.

The modern era, aa has also been

noted, began with a two-year transitional stage between the
great fire of August 4, 1889, and the final rebuilding of
the city, which v;aa completed in 1891.
The detailing of events thus far has been relatively
simple,

22.
23.

iifter 1891, however, events transpire so rapidly

Rev. Jon. Edwards, History of S pokane County. (3 vols *,
Spokane, 1912) Ï, p . 44•
Review Publishing Company. 50 Years of Progress t3 sec
tions, July 22, 1933) II,' p. 18
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and the life of the oity becomes so oorapllcated that a
further chronological account is neither possible nor
desirable in the space available.

Therefore, certain im

portant factors in the modern development of Spokane %ill
be considered separately vhere this is possible.
Increase in Population
Few cities in the United States have shown such rapid
growth during the first forty years of their existence as
has Spokane.

Nelson I/. Durham made the following statement

in 1910:
New York, founded in 162;$, possessed a
population 200 years later that only
closely corresponded to the present pop
ulation of Spokane; and as late aa 1840,
Philadelphia, 160 years after its coloniz
ation by v'llliam Penn, fell 10,000 atmrt
of Spokane*s census returns of 1910.
Spokane in 1880 possessed
1890, the
centum.

a population of S50. In

total population was 19,992; a gain of0,612 per
The census of 1900 showed a numerical gain of

16,851 over 1890; ttie total population vas 56,843 and the
per centum gain was over 84.
Spokane numbered 104,402.

By 1910, the inhabitants of

The per centum gain v;as 180.

But the phenomenal gains of the first four decades were not
to be continued.

Tlie census of 1920 listed the population

of Spokane at 104,437.

This figure, showing an exact growth

in population of 35 persons in ten years, was a distinct

24,

Durham, op* cit., p. 111.
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GRAPH I
GROWTH OF POPULATION IN SPOKANE
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13.
disappointment to many residents.

The last authentic

figures (those of the census of 1930) set the population
at 115,514.

This v.'as a numerical gain of 11,077 and. a per
25
centum gain of over ten and a half.
Spokane and the Inland Empire
The rapid growth of Spokane between 1880 and 1910 was

due to the strategic position of the city at the huh of the
Inland Empire, a region which includes all of eastern Vuahington and parts of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and iritiah Columbia.
Roughly, the Inland Empire comprises all the land lying with
in 200 miles of Spokane,
towns*

'«ithin the Inland Empire lie 3,800

The population of the region was 1,600,000 in 1930.

This region produces annually 500 million dollars in such
products as hay, grain, fruit, potatoes, corn, lead, aino,
26
copper, silver, gold, lumber, and manufactured goods.
Spokane is the only city of 100,000 or near that figure
in population between Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Ceattle,
Washington.

It is located between the Rocky Mountains and

the Cascade Mountains.

ITo other city is in a position to

compete \.ith Spokane for the business of the Inland Empire.
Butte, Montana, is 352 miles east of Spokane; Helena, Montana,
is 336 miles east of Spokane; Seattle, Washington, is 338
miles west of Spokane; Portland Oregon, is 373 miles vest of

25.
26.

Review ^iblishing Company, op. cit., p. 26,
Ibid., p. 18.
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Spokaneî and Vanoonver, British Columbia, is 427 miles
27
north and west of Spokane.
Transportât ion Facilities
To-day S^okane is served by five transcontinental and
12 branch railroads.

These make Spokane the hub of more

railroad mileage than any other city west of Omaha.

One

hundred and twenty-ei^^ht passenirer and fifty-ei^ht freight
trains enter and leave the city dally.

The Northern Pacific

was the first transoontInental line to tap this rich region
of which Spokane is the natural commercial capital (1881).
The Union Pacific system entered the competition in 1889,
and the Great Northern followed in 1892.

Ttie Canadian

Pacific entered Spokane by way of Nelson, B, C., in 1906.
The Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul included Spokane on Its
28
route In 1914.
Inland Empire Mining
The chief source of wealth in the Inland Empire is its
mines.

The period of placer gold mining continued from

1860 to 1886, but this activity was of little value to
Spokane.

It was the discovery of the rich lead and silver

mines of the Coeur d*Alene district in Idaho in 1884 and
29
1885 that brought the real benefits to Spokane.
The rush of miners to the new Kossland, Easlo, and
Slooan, B. G., fields during 1890-91 also resulted in more

27.
28.
29.

Review Publishing Company, loo. cit.
Review Publishing Company, op. cit., p. 23
Durham, op. cit., p. 381-391.
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wealth for Spokane*

About 1900, the Republic mining dis30
trict of Hashin^ton v;aa producing rich profits*
The annual mineral production of the Inland Empire is

$126,000,000*

Of this amount, ^60,000,000 is paid for

wages, $40,000,000 for machinery and eq_uipment, and
26,000,000 for dividends*

Further expenditures for pros

pecting and development v.ork is estimated at $10,000,000
21
annually*
Other Sources of

eulth

Tivo other sources of wealth to Spokane are lumbering
and agriculture*

The annual output of farm products, live

stock, and wool averages

260,000,000*

The annual lumber

shipments are valued at >,60,000,000 yearly*

Over 260 bil22

lion feet of timber is still standing in the Inland Empire*
One-fifth of the nation's water power resoui-oes lies
in the Spokane territory*

Already 260,000 horse power has

been developed within the Inland Empire.

Seven plants on

the Spokane River develop 102,000 horse power*

Hot one of

22

these plants is over 20 miles from Spokane*
Naturally, Spokane does not benefit directly from all
this production of nev? wealth*
benefit to a large extent*

Nevertheless, the city does

Spokane wholcisale houses serv

ing the Inland Empire sold $270,190,000 worth of goods in

SO*
21.
32.
33*

Durham, op* oit., p* 278*
Pacific Northv eax Mining, ed* by Ohamber of Commerce
ISpokane, 1922) p* 6*
Spokane, Center of the Rich Inland Empire, ed. by
Chamber of Commerce (Spokane, 'i9U2"r"pI 7,
Ibid., p. 9
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1029»

Ten y eara before, in 1919, thia business had been

worth only v50,000,000*

Sinoe 1929 there has been a

sharp drop In the wholesale business, but sales are still
estimated by the Spokane Chamber of Commerce at over
0200.000.000 yearly.
Manufactured products of Spokane v^ere valued at
065.000.000 In 1929,

Eight thousand workers were paid

010,600,000 by the city's manufacturing plants.

During

the depression the value of manufactured articles produced
35
in the city has remained above C 50,00,000 annually.
Postal Receipts
Postal receipts for Cpokane in 1900 were 4,93,337.58.
In 1910, these had increased to s,469,531.34.

In 1920, the

postal business in Spokane amounted to ^'879,000.00; and in
1930, to 4.-Jl,042,091.11.

The per centum gain from 1900 to

1930 was 1,113 and the cash gain ,948,743.53.

The gains be

tween 1900 and 1910 were 503 in per centum and .376,193.76
in cash:
cash.

.tin increase of 187 per centum and 4,409,466.66 in

Between 1920 and 1930 the cash gain was ,163,081.11

and the per centum gain over 18.

Tlie high water mark of

postal receipts was reached in 1928 when the total was
vl,163,296.00.

Postal receipts have gradually declined

during each year of the depression.

34.
35.

Postal business for

Review Publishing Company/', op. cit., p. 16.
Review Publishing Company, op. cit., p. 19,
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1931 amounted to C940,961.00.

804 ,300*00
36
was realized in 1932 and 1 762,300.00 in 1933.
ü

total of

Banking 3tat istics
Sharp gains are indicated in banking statistics from
1900 to the beginning of the depression in 1939,

For ex

ample, bank deposits v.ere (6,003,770.00 in 19C0;
4:29,907,660.00 in 1910; #8,840,946.00 in 1920; and
37
4:65,519,639.00 In 1930.
Four bank failures took place during 1929 and 1930.
Six more failures occurred during 1931 and 1932.
quently, deposit fi'ures took a decided drop.

Conse

Bank deposits

for 1931 were ^53,576,399.00; for 1932, (,27,328,341.00; and
38
1933, (29,871,710.00.
Summary
The history of Spokane is a story of remarkable growth
in both size and wealth.

Founded in 1871, Spokane had a

population of only 350 in 1880.

Just fifty years later —

with a population of 115,514 -- Spoîcane had become the
largest city between Minneapolis and Seattle.

It has also

become the undisputed financial and distributing center of
the Inland Empire, a vast region xdiich produces annually
4.500,000,000 in new wealth.
Postal receipts in Cpokane were 41*042,081 in 1930.
Bank deposits for the same year were 405,619,639.

36.
37.
38.

Postal

;a’tieles

tat latic3 Table. Covlea* Reference library,
Spokane•
Banking Ctatistica Table. Cowles* Reference Libra:j*y)
Bank Failures Table. Cowles* Reference Library.
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martiLfaotured in Üpokane in 1929 had. a value of
0. 0,000*

Spokane vholesale houses did business

amounting to (270,000,000 during 1929.
Along with other ai.ierican cities, Spokane has suf
fered during the business depression.

However, the decline

in business was rarely as low as 25 per centum*

Recovery

during the past year has been rapid.
The future of Spokane undoubtedly depends upon the
development of the Inland Empire.

As the surrounding

territory gains in wealth, Spokane will gain.

Several fac

tors would seem to indicate a steady, if not rapid, future
growth.

One of these factors is the diversified resources

of the Inland ICmpire.

I ithin 200 miles of Spokane lie rich

farms, mines, and forests.

ith the Inland Empire produc

ing annually one-fourth of the nation’s silver, one-third
of the nation’s lead, one-fifth of the nation’s apples, and
one-tenth of the nation’s wheat, the future of Spokane seems
secure*
The enormous growth of Spokane, especi .lly in popula
tion, indicates that a corresponding growth in school at
tendance has probably taken place.

The growth in wealth

indicates that the city should be able to support a modern
puüllo school system.
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ciUPTrjn III
THE BjailîinxîGy OF THE SCHOOL SYST3,1
Little in the way of records of the first educational
efforts in Spokane is available.

ITot until the summer of

1890, fifteen years after the opening of the first public
sohool, did the school board first publish its annual re
port.

The offioes of the city superintendent, the county

superintendent, and the state superintendent of schools
contain no records of Spolcane public schools until the year
of 1888-69.

Host of the information about the early schools

has been oollected from occasional sentences in old books
and newspapers or from statements made by pioneer residents
of the community.
The first school teacher in vhat is now Spokane vas
an Indian chief.

His pupils were the members of his tribe.

The following brief account of this first educational ven
ture is furnished by Thomas Teakle of Epokane, who is con
sidered an authority on the history of the Inland Empire;
In 1826, the Hudson's Bay Company selected Chief
Spokane Garry, a very intelligent young Indian,
to be sent to Winnipeg, Canada, to receive special
training. In 18;51, Garry returned to the i'alls of
the Spokane River and eataulished what was known
as the "Arbor School" within the present limits of
the city of Spokane. The pupils were all members
of the Spokane tribe. The purpose of the school
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was largely reli^rlous, as Garry’s training
at \ innipeg had been imder Presbyterian teachers.
The "Arbor School” was maintained for about four
years
The first school district to Include Spokane was
i^latriot Bumber 8 of Stevens County, organized In 1874.
At that time Stevens County Included what Is now Spokane,
Lincoln, and Douglas counties.

The school district ex

tended from the Idaho line to the Columbia River and from
Colville, the county seat, to the present site of Spangle.
The first school directors in Spokane were H. T. Cowley,
40
C* F. Yeaton, and a Mr. Poole#
Early School History, 1875-1889
The school directors arranged for Mr. Cowley to act
as teacher for the six children vho were of school age.
In December, 1874, he went to Colville to get his teacher’s
certificate.

In January, 1875, the first public school

opened In the house of Mr. Cowley, on the southwest corner
of 81xth Avenue and Division Street, where Cowley Park is
now.

Because Mr. Cowley could not find the time to devote

41
to the school, the first term was completed by a Mrs. Swift.
The first school report was prepared by Mr. Yeaton,
clerk of the board, in November, 1875.

The report showed

that there were eleven persons of school age, four to

29.
40.
41.

Thomas Teakle, Northwest history authority.
Superintendent of Schools. 50th /uinual Report (Spokane.
June 20, 1925),p. 7 . -------------- --Ibid., loo. clt.
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t w e n t y one.

Tiie school term lasted three months.

average daily attendance was Tour.

The

The teacher’s salary

for the term vjas sixty-seven dollars.

Reading, spelling,

geography, arithmetic and grammar were the suhjeota taught.
42
About 10Ü persons v/ere living in Spokane Falls.
Mr. Yeaton’s report for the school year of 1875-1876
shows that there was no school condacted, although the
43
persons of legal age numbered fifty-eight.
The Reverend S. &. Havermale was clerk of the board
for the school year of 1876-1877.

Because of fear of the

Indians, the census of children of legal age dropped to
forty-eight,

uhat might be termed the first local school

district was formed; it included about one-third of Spokane
County.

A ten mill levy was voted for school funds.
44
raised two hundred dollars.
The first school builuing was erected in 1878.

It

It

stood near the present intersection of the Northern Pacific
right of v/ay with Lincoln Street.
only one room.

The building contained

In April, 1879, there were twaity-t\o pupils

enrolled under a Miss Shitehouae.

In September, 1879,

school v.aa opened by Captain Tobias.

Thirty-five enrolled

and the average attendance for the first two months v/as
45
twenty-seven.

42.
43.
44.
45*

Edwards, op. cit., p. 156.
Tiiomas Teakle, Northv;est history authority*
Superintendent of Schools, op. cit., p. 8.
Ibid., loo. cit.
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Two teachers were employed in 1880-1881.

W. H.

•^tratton taught forty-five upper grade pupils in a room
sixteen by twenty-two feet in size*
month.

His salary was (40 a

A. J. Warren taught the lower grades.

The school

building was moved from the first location to the present
46
site of the Davenport restaurant in 1881.
Mattie Hyde and Ella Davenport were the teachers in
1881-82.

Ho other information is available.

Sdhool opened on October 22 in 1883.
had been provided.

A new building

It was a four-room structure and stood

where Lewis and Clark High School is nov/ located.
were four teachers employed.
was designated.

There

For the first time a principal

• VJ, Johnson, one of the four teachers,

was the first principal.

The old building was discarded for

school use.

The Spokesman Rev lew, now Spokane’s leading
47
daily newspaper, began publication there.
Two rooms were added to the school building for 18841885*

L.. H» Prather was principal.
48
teachers.

There were five other

%hen school began in the fall of 1885, the six-room
building would not house all the pupils enrolled.

The pri

mary grade was taught by Rose Rice in the Congregational

46.
47.
48.

Superintendent of Schools, loo. cit.
Thomas Teakle, Horthwest history authority.
Superintendent of "Schools, op. cit., p. 8.
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Church at the corner of Sprague Avenue and Bernard Street#
This year saw the beginnings of high school education in
Spokane#

Mr# Prather, vho was still the principal, taught
49
pupils In the ninth grade#
V/# B# Turner was the principal in 1886-1887#

At the

end of the first term in December there were 523 pupils
enrolled#

The average daily attendance was 380, the number

of teachers seven#

50
By April the enrollment had reached 648#

Thirteen teachers and 715 pupils started the school
year in the fall of 1887.

Jonathan Heaton was the principal#

A school was started north of the Spokane River#
51
classes were held in several churches#
Bruce

olverton became the first superintendent of

schools in the fall of 1888#

Jonathan Heaton remained as

the first high school principal#
for the first time#
census

In addition,

Tenth grade work was offered

A definite plan for taking the school

inaugurated in 1888#

a

very brief financial re

port for 1888-89 is still available#

It lists total expendi

tures of ^29,601, of vhioh Ç15,061 went for capital outlay
and ^11,141 for teachers* salaries#
62
aged $666.35 annually#

Teachers* salaries aver-

The school census v;aa first taken accurately in 1888#
It listed 1,781 persons of school age#

49#
60.
61.
62#

Of these, 1,483

Ibid, loc# Git.
Ibid#, loc# clt#
Ibid, loc# cit.
Thomas Teakle, Horthwest history authority#
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enrolled during 1888*-89.

Average daily attendance was
53
787; the numljer of teachers employed was 17.

Nummary
The desire of the early oltiaena of Spokane was to
provide for their children the most complete system of free
puhllo education possible.

As early as January, 1875, leas

than four years after the founding of Spokane, a public
school was opened.

By the fall of 1888, ten years of educa

tion was offered to the youth of the city.
In a rapidly growing community such as Spokane, enroll
ment and average dai3y attendance were bound to increase
from year to year.

In 1875, the total enrollment was six.

Four pupils were in average dally attendance.

During the

school year of 1888-89, total enrollment v;as 1,483 and aver
age daily attendance was 787.
As a direct result of the increased attendance, addi
tional school buildings and school teachers were needed.

In

1875, school was held for three months in the teacher's home,
^y the fall of 1888, there were two sjchool buildings in
Spokane.

In addition, classes were being held in several

church buildings.

A school building program was indicated

for the near future.

Tlie first teacher employed in Spokane

received <67 for the term.

The seventeen teachers employed

in 1880-89 received C11,141 for about eight months of school.

53.

Superintendent of Schools, op. cit., p. 9.
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The average pay v/as v655.25 annxLally*
expense for education vas (67,

In 1875, the total

In 1888-89, the total ex

pense was (;29,601.
Despite the rapidly inoreasin^z attendance and the sub8eeluent over-crowding of the school buildings, many persons
eligible to attend school were not interested*

Apparently

the pioneer community offered vjork to all who cared for It#
During 1888-69, nearly 200 boys and girls v.hose names ap
peared on the school census were not enrolled in school#
Of the 1,781 persons of school age listed, only 787 were
in average daily attendance.
This situation may have %)reduced some false ideas in
the minds of some citizens*

For instance, the impression

may have been given that the schools were not for all per
sons, that the time would never come when virtually every
boy and girl eligible to attend school would attend.

At

any rate, the community was not called upon between 1875
and 1889 to educate every person of school age#

As a re

sult, the school expense was considerably lighter than it
might have been#
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T^IS PUBIIC SCHCOX

The modern era of free public education in Spokane vras
inaugurated during 1889-90.

During this school year^ a

complete reorganization took place.
The first step in this reorganization was the select
ion of David Bemlss as superintendent of schools.

He held

this position for ten years, longer than any other super54
intendent except 0. C. Pratt, the present incunhent.
Bemiss immediately revised the course of study, im
proved the quality of the teaching staff, end opened a
campaign for na^ school buildings.

In addition he advo

cated a new school district to conform to the city limits
of Spokane*

As a result, ?ohool District 81 was formed on

August 19, 1889.

Five members, instead of the three form55
erly chosen, were elected to the school board.
The most noticeable improvement in the schools at
this time carae in the form of new buildings.

The school

board declared in its annual report in the spring of 1890
that the rapidly increasing attendance in the schools had
made several new buildings imperative.

64.
65.

The citizens of

Hdwarde, op. cit., p. 128-29.
Ibid., loo. cit.
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Spokane read the statement of the sohool board, vrent to the
polls, end voted for a special bond issue of ^250,000 with
63
which to ereot six new grade schools end a high school.
Value of Sohool Property
The value of school property in Spokane was ^82,500
in 1889*

Under the leadership of Bemiss, District 81 was

in 1890 In possession of school property worth $194,400,
The increase in property value was due chiefly to the
purchase of sites for the seven new buildings to be con
structed.

These buildings were completed by the spring

of 1891, bringing the total value of school property to
57
$420,863. Table I shows the value of school property in
Spokane from 1900 to 1933.
TAB 13 I
IITCR3A?S m

Ya TUS 03 -CHOOL

PARTY, 1900-1933

Year

Value

692,527.00

1925

*'6,254,263,00

1910

2,203,383.00

1930

7,391,721.63

1914

3,538,509.00

1931

7,634,018,04

1920

5,667,881.10

1932

6,055,499.39

1921

6,723,342.00

1933

8,059,884.59

Year

Value

58
1900

56.
57.
58.
59.

0

59

Edwards, loc. clt.
Superintendent of Schools, op. cit., p, 83.
lb id., loc. cit.
Statement of Ira L. WcLaren, school board accountant
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Table I ebowa the ariiazlng increaee in the value of
aohool property in Spokene.

3om@ of thia Increae© was due

to rising property values In the city.

Most of the in*

oreaae, however, came because of the erection of new build
ings and the purohaee of new sites and equipment.

The tea

year period ending in 1920 saw the greatest ton year in
crease in v d u e s in the history of the Spokane sohoole.
The increase In values from 1910 to 1920 was '3,404,498*10.
a gain of 157 per centum#

The increase in values for the

ten year period ending in 1910 was {1,610,853.00 and 219
per centum.

Since 1920, school property values have ar

rived at a fifirure of C’3,059,884.59.
of i2,392,003.49 in 13 years.

This Is an increase

The per centum gain has

been 42.
School Buildings in rpokane
In 1899-1900, one h i s c h o o l and 15 other buildings
housed the Spokane publio school system.

î o other inform60
ation is available about the buildings of that time.
By 1909-10, there were 37 school buildings, of which
two were high schools and one an administration building.
61
Those buildings contained 463 rooms*
The records of 1919-20 show that there were 51 school

buildings at that time.

GO.
61.

Of this number, two were high

gpokane "ohool Board, ^jinual Re%2ort, 1900, n. 141.
Spokane School Board, Aimuiâî *©port, 1910, p. 13-14,
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schools

9

four \ere portables, one was an aaministratlon build-

Ine, and one a vrarehonso#

Tlxere were ei^ht auditoriums and 634
62
other rooms in the ùl buildings*
Hie Fiftieth ^Innivera toy Year (1924-25) found Spokane \;ith
64 public school buildings*

There were still only two high

schools, but land had been purchased for a third*
portables were in use*

Thirteen

The ^ m e administration and warehouse

buildings were in use as before*
had increased to 11*

The number of auditoriums
63
Tliere \;ere 677 other rooms in use*

Tlie tJpokane public scliools had 71 builainga in 1929-30*
There

y

ere then three senior ana two junior hi^h schools*

Other buildings in use included the administration building,
a warehouse, a building headoiarters and 18 portables*

There

Vferc 18 auditoriums, six gymnasiums, and 700 other rooms avail64
able for use*
The final building figures, those for 1932-33, shov; 72
buildings*

There are three senior and two junior high school

buildings, an administration building, a warehouse, a building
headquarters, and 17 portables,

z^ll these buildiiq^s are of

concrete or brick construction except the portables, which
are frame*

The buildings contain 772 rooms In addition to 20
65
auditoriums and six gymnasiums*

62*
63*
64*
65*

Secretary of
Secretary of
Secretary of
Secretary of

the
the
the
the

Board,
Board,
Board,
Board,

.vuamial
^uinual
A^jnual
^mual

Report.
^porir.
Report,
Ruport,

1920,
192b,
1930,
1933,

p* 14-15.
p* 40*
p. 35*
p* 39*
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Bonded. Indebtedness
Hat-urally, su oh a huge building campaign resulted In
a large bonded indebtedness.

The bonded indebtedness of Dis

trict 81 reached ."2,690,000 on June 30, 1917.

Tiiis date marks

the end of the early building program and the beginning of a
steady reduction of the bonded indebtedness.

The total amount

of bonds outstanding on June 30, 1933, rms gl,137,000.

This

is the smallest amount outstanding at any time since 1910.
District 81 has paid bond holders

2,991,500 since 1910.

65a

Table II shov/s the dates of issue, amounts and dates of
maturity of Spokane's school bonds.

65a.

Secretary of the Doard, Annual Report. 1933, p. 36,
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II
BJÎ'TDED lîTDEBTEDHluSS OF SPOTClîT'-: ^’ITBLIO OGHOOLS

Bate Issued
1890

Amount Issued
C:

6Ô

Bate of Maturity

250, 000 #00

July 1, 1910

1098

50,000.00

Jan. 1, 1918

1902

150,000.00

Au^. 1, 1922

1904

200,000.00

lîar. 1, 1924

1907

200,000.00

July 1, 1927

1908

250,000.00

July 1, 1928

1909

400,000.00

July 1, 1929

1910

250,000.00

July 1, 1930

1911

500*000.00

Itay 1, 1931

1912

250,000.00

July 1, 1932

1916

300,000.00

Jan. 1, 1926

1917

260,000.00

May 1, 1937

1926

690,000.00

1928 - 1947

1930

625.000.00

1932 - 1951

04,375,000.00

Total

Table II shows that the total amount of bonds issued by
District 81 has been ,[4,375,000.

The first bonds, issued in

1890, did not r each maturity until 1910.
due until 1918.

66#

îTo other bonds fell

Consequently, Spokane’s early "boom" period

Secretary of the Board, Annual Report » 193i5, p# 35#
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was over îïei’ore any attempt vac ouiis to pay for aohool buildIn/TB#-

All of the boniied inüebtcdneoo e%OG% t

fallen on the oitiüons since 1918*

I;LQ^COO has

!Tnla situation is re^^rett'^

able beoause it cauaes dissatiafaction amon£^ manj»- taxpayers#
It is

EWwCh better for a sohool district to pay its bills as it

toea*

especially during periods of unusual prosperity*
Increase in bvj^iool Attwiù^nco
Hie chief reason for the expensive building program in

District 81 has been the phenomenal increase in school attend
ance#Table III gives about the number
scîiools from 18G9-90 to

of ^upils in ^pokano

181^2-80#
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S3.
TABUS III
PUPILS ATTENDING SPOIOUn SCHOOLS, 1889-90 to 19S2-33

Year

Sohool Cens'^ig

'^rollnent

era£-e Ba iiy
/i.ttendance

1889-90

2,408

2,165

1,158

1899-1900

6,280

6,233

4,558

1909-10

18,541

17,296

12^957

19L3-14

21,517

18,533

14,331

1919-20

25,813

21,311

15,9S.*11

1920-21

26.849

21,873

17,096

29.796

22,108

17,779.30

67
1924-25
63
18,923

1929-30
—

1930-31

19,068.17
18,859.53

1931-32

69

—

1932-33

18,537.50

Table III shov/s that the average daily attendance in
Spokane inoreaned from 1,158 in 1889-90 to 19,008*17 in 1930—
31, a gain of 1,546 per ecntnn.
426 pupils annually.

T ills is an average gain of

The period of greatest gain %;ao betv/een

1899-1900 and 1909-10, Then average daily attendance increased
8,399, or 184 per centum.

From 1909-10 to 1930-31, tlie increase

VCIÔ 6,111.17 in average daily attendance and 47 in per centum.
Sinoe 1930-31, there has been a drop of 530.67 in average daily

67.
68#
69#

Superintendent of Schools, Anmial Report. 1925, p. 04-87.
School census and enrollment records discontinued in 1929.
Secretary of the Board, .annual Report. 1932, p# 31.
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attendanoe»

Tliia has probably boon due to a drop in the

birth rate of tlie city.

It amounts to only 2.3 per centum.

Table III also indicates that the avera^e daily att^.ndance of those enrolled has ^rov.n from year to ÿear.

In addi

tion, an ever inoreaoini^ number of pupils eligible to attend
school are doint^ so*
Compulsory Attendance
After 1909, compulsory attendance la%s helped to sv;ell
the ranks of pupils at tending the public schools.

The

dess ion I»av*’s of the dtatc of ..ash Ington for 1909 (printed by
the Otate of ’an’iington at Olympia, 1910) declare on page 064:
1*

*'a L1 persons betv.een the ages of 8 and lb years must

attend scliool*
£•

All persons vflio are bet'C’oen the ages of lb and 16

years mist attend school unless they have employment*
3*

All persons betiveen the ages of 16 and IS years must

attend school if the district maintains a part-time school*
The result of these rulings can only be estimated to-day.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that many more boys and girls
*v.ere brought into the class-rooms.

These nev.,comers helped

to aA ell the costs of education to the city*
Teachers Employed
The rapid increase in school attendance could have but
one result;

more teachers had to be hired*

Table IV shOT.s

the number of teachers employed in the Jpokane public schools
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55.
from 1889-80 to 1952-53*
TA3I.2 IV
TZ.1G1IZ15

IÎÎ ST^OICJfG, 1889-90 to 1952-50

Year

Teachers

1889-90

hhipils per Teacher

27

42.9

1899-1900

146

51*25

1909-10

451

50.06

1915-14

526

27.24

1919-20

630

25*58

1920-21

657

26*02

690*67

25*74

756

25*71

753*75

25*81

717

26*30

678*15

27.34

70
1924-25
71
1929-50
72
1950-51
73

•

1951-52
74
1952-53

Table IV shows an increase of 711*75 teachers in District
81 from 18L9-9Q to 1950-51#
centum*

Tiiis is an increase of 2,656 per

During the same periocl, average daily attendance in

creased only 1,546 per centum*

ilt first glance, it \.'ould ap

pear that the district had hired nearly 500 teachers more than

70#
71*
72*
73*
74*

Ouperintendent of Ochools, Annual Repor t « 1925, p* 88-89*
Secretary of the hoard, iinnual "Report',' T950, p* 16-17.

Secretary of the noard, iLniiU..! Roporf, 1931, p* 18-19*
Secretary of the J^oard, -annual Report* 1952, p. 16-17.
Secretary of the Board, .ninual ReporT, 1953, p. 26-27*
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were needed*
1889—90*

However, the imp lie per teacher were 42.9 In

In 1930—31, the pupils per teacher were only 25*81*

This Is a more reasonable load for a teacher to carry and
probably means better teaching is done.

Perhaps 30 pupils per

teacher would be a proper basis for class-room distribution*
As is shown later, the large area of Spokane has created a
problem in consolidation which has not yet been properly
solved*
Area of Spokane
According to the Official Map of Spokane, referred to
previously in Hot 8 on page 7, the size of the City of Spokane
has been increased in the follow ing manner*
The area of Spokane was 1.56 square miles on November 29,
1881*

On Hovember

sq^uare miles (1883

29, 1883, this was increased to 4*00
was the year Of the

Washington Territory) *

act creating

The next change in the limits of the

city came on March 24, 1891, at the time the city was chartered
and changed its name from Spokane Falls to Spokane*
at that time was fixed

at 20*25 square

miles*

The area

A totalof

37*25 square miles

was included within

the city limitson

December 10, 1907*

The next change came on March 10, 1911,

and increased the area of the city to 39*25 square miles*
On March 6, 1922, the territory within the city limits was
39*43 square miles*
square miles*

On September 24, 1924, the area was 40*37

The last change so far came on Hovember 26,

1928, on which date the size of Spokane was 41*48 square
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37.

miles*

School District 81 is aotaally 58 square miles in area

at present.
A city of only 115,000 population in an area of 41.48
aq.uare miles vill probably be healthier and ou^ht to be happier
than a similar number living number crowded conditions.

How

ever, the costs of all local government are likely to be higher
in larger areas unless careful planning has brought about effi
cient management.
Rising School Costs
Several varieties of coats must be scanned as v;e watch
Spokane educational expenditures mount.

Table V shows the

cost of operation, the total cost of the schools, and per
capita costs from 1889-90 to 1930-31.

Per capita cost is fig

ured on operating expenses only.
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TABLK V
RISING SCHOOL COSTS IN SPOÏCANS, 1889-90 to 1930-21
IMS

Year

Total Post

1889-90

$

55,889.45

____

Cost of Operation
22,823.65

ÿ 20.58

179,533.00

160,304.22

21.49

1909-10

1,042,290.41

596,268.92

52.32

1913-14

1,029,999.49

808,901.09

79.54

1919-20

1,620,422.32

1,200,760.41

75.08

1920-21

2,042,785.61

1,619,427.87

94.23

1899-1900

$

_______________

’er Capita
Cost

75
1924-25
76
1929-20
77
1920-21

-

1,902,494.01

1,674,521.06

92.34

2,090,151.43

1,920,672.77

99.46

2,188,280.42

1,880,167.44

96.81

Table V shows that total costs of schools hit the peak during 1930-21.

Operating costs had reached the top during the

previous year (1929-30) and v/ere on the dovn grade during 192021

.
Total costs for schools climbed from ;;55,889.45 in 1889-90

to 02,188,280.42 in 1920-21.
or 2,815 per centum.

Tiiis was an increase of 02,122,230.97,

The increase amounted to about a million

dollars from 1889-90 to 1909-10, and about another million from

75#
76.
77.

Superintendent of Schools, Annual Report. 1925, p. 82-05.
Secretary of the Board, Annual Report. 1920« p. 16-17.
Secretary of the Board, Annual Report. 1921, p. 18-19.
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1909-10 to 1930—31#

Thia is an average annual increase of

150,000.
Cost of operation also showed a phenomenal increase of
$1,866,333*79, or 7,788 per centum#

This is an annual average

increase of $46,408#38#
Educators agree that per capita cost is the fairest measure
of sohool expenditures#
$99#46 during 1929-30#
pupil in 40 years#

Per capita cost reached its peak at
This was an increase of $78.86 per

The per centum increase was only 390, in

spite of increase services, rising living costs and other fac
tors .that affect rising school costs,

üs

a matter of fact,

from 1913-14 to 1929-30 per capita coat in Spokane had increased
only $19.92, or 24 per centum#

During the same period, the ac

tual cost of living had increased 61 per centum, or nearly
three times as much#
Increase in Living Costs
Table VI verifies the statement just made about the in
crease in the cost of living since 1913, the year in which the
United States government first listed the purchasing power of
the dollar.
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TABLE VI
78
IHDE2 IF T1£S DOLLAR
1912i-193S

Year

Value*

Year

Value

1913**

100.00

1924

173.00

1914

103.00

1925

178.00

1915

105.00

1926

176.00

1916

118.00

1927

172.00

1917

142.00

1928

171,00

1918

174.00

1929

171.00

1919

199,00

1930

161.00

1920

200.00

1931

146.00

1921

174.00

1932

133.45

1922

170.00

1933

135-.00

1923

173.00

* Value is given in cents,
* Year in which dollar x.as vorth 100 cents.

The inaioes listed in Table VI are sicnilicant.

They show

that at no time sinoe 1913-14 have the schools of Spokane in
creased in cost so rapidly as the dollar has lost In value*

In

addition to holding costa lower than the public has a rl^^ht to
expect, other services were added and improvements made in the
public school system.

78.

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Table. Cowles
Reference library.
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The changea la the ^archaclng po\ er of the dollar are aiso
shovn in Graph II, page

42,

length of i^câiool Terra
The apokaae school calendar contained
scüiool year of i8G^*-9ü*
eohool.

% eekc during tit©

Wiis ie © univalent to nine months of

T3iere nay have been variations In the number of weeks

In the school year from 1889*90 to 1900-07, but there is no
definite record of them#

In September, 1907, the school board

officially adopted the ^^-ueek school terra.
and one-half months of scâiool for dpofcane*

This meant nine
la dept ember of

1919, the board again increased the number of vieeko in the
school year, tSiis tltie to 40#

fpokaac has had 10 months of

BQhooX each year ever sinoe.

There is a plan on foot to out

two ^eeks from the school calendar of 19gü-i54#

IIoi ever, this

would not resixit In the loss of more than one and ono-half
school days,

ilost of the cut v ould be in regard to hollda;^ s,

not actual school days#
79
salaries for economy#

The purpose would be to cut teachers'

Lengthening the school term by four weeks hua given the
Spokane pupils one-ninth more s#iOol each year#

The increase

in cost has pi^bably been soraevhat less than one-ninth#

Graph

II on page 42 shows the Increase in length of the school term#
Spokane Teachers* Salaries
Previous to 1920-21, the year In which the present calory
schedule went into effect, records relating to teachers*

79.

Statement of Ira L. He Loren, accountant for the Spokane
school board#
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GRAPH II
MOUTHS IH THE SCHOOL YEAR

1875
1890
1900
9.5
1920

GRAPH III
CHAUGES lU THE PURCHASING INDEX OP THE DOLLAR
Year
1913

100 )

1930
(133.45)
(135)
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salaries were meagre.

Just what salary schedules the sys

tem had, if any at all, is not now knovm.

Payroll records

in the office of the superintendent do, however, show the
amounts paid to the various teachers sinoe 1899-1900.
Salaries paid to grade school teachers varied from a
minimum of (600 to a maximum of (900 between 1899-1900 and
1909-10,

During this period grade school principals received

not more than ClSOO,

For this same 10-year period, h i ^ school

teachers received as little as ^ 860 and as much as (1200,
Department heads had a maximum salary of '1500,

H i ^ school

principals* salaries depended upon terms reached with the
80
school board.
From 1910-11 to 1919-20, grade teachers* salaries varied
from 0700 to OllOO,
salary of 01300,

Principals of grade schools had a basic

During this 10-year period, high school

teachers* salaries fell between #1100 and
heads had a top salary of 018OO.

1500.

Department

High school principals’

salaries were still determined between the principal and the
81
school board.
Salary increases for the Spokane teaching force went into
effect at the beginning of the following years:
1910-11 and 1920-21.

The method of determining the first two

salary increases is not recorded.

80,
81,

1889-90,

The final salary adjustment

Annual Payroll Records, 1899-1900 to 1909-10, office of the
superinte'ndent of sohools,
Annual Payroll Records, 1910-11 to 1919-20, office of
superintendent of schools.
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was, however, based upon a definite aoheduie
thOTiJh

many

of pay»

Al-

"tenporary chorit^eG** have been made In the

sohednl© of 1920*21, It la still

recognized ao the

working agreement between the school district and the teach82
inij force.
Tîie 1920*21 salary schedule la based upon the Idea of
evpial

pay

for e :ual vork.

Tîie only variations in pay among

the teachers la supposed to be due to variations la train
ing tvnd experience and to nothing else.

Tïic grade in i.hldh

the teaohor la employed or the sox of the teacher has nothing
83
to do with the salary received.
Since 1920*21, the minimum pay in the elementary schools
of Opokane haa been ('1200#
(1300.

The high soïiool minimum has been

Minimum salaries for the junior high school teachers

are not definitely stated.

îîo junior h 1,h school vas in ex*

lotcaoe when this salary sdiedule was worked out.

The junior

high school minimum, however, fulls between ;1200 and .1300.
84
The maximum for all regular teachers in opokune is (2130.
Grade school pz’lnclpala* salaries range from ,1000 to
v2£30.

City supervisors receive from '2230 to (2330.

litdh

school department heads receive from

2130 to (,2C30*

High

school vloô*principal3 are i>uld from

2330 to -,2730.

.1.1

82.

0# U. Pratt, g n o k m e Oalary Schedule (Spokane, 1921,

63.
64.

pamphlet), p. '4*12.
Ibid., loc# cit.
Ibid., loo. olt.
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h i ^ sohool prlnoipala have their salaries set by the school
board*

So far, the maxlnnim for ^iinior h i ^ school principals

has been $3,000.

The maximum for senior high school principals
85
has never been over $4,150.
According to Superintendent 0. G. Pratt of the Spokane
schools, teachers'8 salaries have only once since 1913-14 had
the purchasing power that the 1913-14 salaries had.
86
for a brief period during 1931 and 1932.

This was

The above statement, verified by a glance at Table VI, is
all the more surprising when one considers the constantly in
creasing years of training which the State of Washington is
constantly demanding.
Certification of Teachers
la 1910-11, elementary teachers desiring certification
needed two years of normal school education.

Previous to this

time, a high school education had been sufficient.

In 1910-11,

hié^ school teachers were required to have an A.B. degree to
be certified.

(Of course, these new rules did not refer to
87
teachers previously certified.)
Beginning with the school year of 1933-34, every beginning
grade school teacher must show three years of normal preparation
to be certified.

Every senior h i ^ school teacher not already

certified must show that he has an M.A. degree or the eq^uivalent

85.
86.
87.

Pratt, loo. cit., p. 4-12.
Superintendent of Schools, Annual Report. 1933, p. 8.
Spokane School Board, A n n w A Re^ort. 19lo. p. 17.
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to reoelvo certification,

3îew junior high school teachers

below the ninth grade may be certified on three years of normal
83
school work*
The State of i.ashlngton rec^ulres the beginning teacher of
1933-34 to be 60 per centum better trained than was the elemen
tary teacher of 1932-33,

The new senior high school teacher

must be 25 per centum better trained than was the senior high
school teacher of 1932-33,
These rising standards should Improve the auallty of the
teachers employed.

Unless teachers are remunerated according

ly, however, there will be a tendency for the youth of the
state to enter business rather than to prepare long and arduous
ly for an underpaid teaching position.
Special Services in the Sohools
As the years have passed, other special features have been
found necessary or desirable by the Spokane public schools.
Efforts have been made to keep the course of study for all
grades up to date.

In addition, the schools have from time

to time assumed other responsibilities.

For example. In

1907-08 session room pay at the rate of 60 cents per pupil for
each day of attendance was given to session room reachers.

In

the fall of 1909-10, a construction superintendent was first
employed.

Medical Inspection became a part of the school \ork

during 1909-10,

88,

Supervisors of physical education and writing

Certification of Teachers. Kd, by U, D, Showalter, Olympia,
l9vÙ, p, 6 ^ 2 ,
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GRAPH IV
TRAINING REQUIRED OF GRADE SCHOOL TEACHERS

1900

12 Years

1911

14 Years

1933

15 Years

GRAPH V
TRAINING REQUIRED OF HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

1900

1911

12 Years

16 Years

1933
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4B,

were employed first in 1910-11*

In 1911-12, a school mirae

was added; In 1910-14 vocational classes were be^run; in 1914-15
foreign classes were offered; in 1915-16 a fall-time physician
was hired; in 1916-17 a school dentist was added; and in 1926-27
a speech-correction expert was employed*
are tj^pical of many others*

The services mentioned

They have become so nmeh a part

of the Spokane public school system that no effort is made to
89
segregate the costs of those services.
Special Schools in Spokane
The first of several special schools to be organized as
part of the Spokane public school system vms the night school,
90
begun in 1909-10* Tlie Crittenden Home School for minor delin
quent girls was started in 1915-16 and discontinued after the
91
school year of 1920-24* The Horace Mann School for mentally
defective pupils wi.s begun during the school year of 1916-17*
The Juvenile Court School opened in 1916-17 also*
school v/as first hold in 1923.

himmer

The Shrine Hospital School

for crippled children and the Part-Time School were luiiova92
tions for 1925-26* The Juvenile Court School and the PartTime School were both discontinued after the 1932-33 school
year*

The Continuation School was started in 1932-33*

For

1933-34, this school will take over the work formerly

89*
90*
91*
92*

Ira L. McLaren* furnished from miscellaneous sources.
Secretary's office*
Spokane School Board, Annual Report. 1910, p* 22 and 57-66*
Spokane School ^ard, Aiinual keporT. 1908, p* 18
Superintendent of i^chooTs. Aiinual I^eport. 1930, p* 16-18*
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(30#
Average ùaliy atterwJanoe was 25*21*

v200*C6*

Per capita coat was

The Juvenile Court C qv.q o X cost C1,C7C*12*

average

daily attendance was 11,G2.

Per oo-pita coat was ^9C,4G*
97
tires on the tatttendea Hone are not avallalJle*
The Horace il;.nn Ccaiool cost "18,5C9.10 in 1920-21*

Fig-

..verage

dally attendance was 72*57j teatâiers cnployed 7; per capita
cost 0247*40*

Tlie Hoys* Parental cchool cost ,9,106*01*

xtvcrage daily attendance w&a 22*10; teachers caployed, one; per

capita cost 0^94*42*

Tlie Juvenile Court School cost P1,4C6*90;

teachers employed, one; per o.,pita coiik, p152*11*
Home cost ( 91*17*

98

T}ie Crittenden

average- dally attendance and per capita cost

are not reoordod*
In 1924-25, the Zann achool cost .14,120*47*

-»veruge daily

attendance was 59*05; teachers employed, five; per capita coat,
C223,54*

TÎIÔ Parental School coat 014,567*21»

average daily

attendance v.as 22*52; teachers employed, one; per capita cost
C445*13*

The Juvenile Court Gahool cost .1,54C*92*

:^vorage

dally attend m oo r as 14*61; tea ohera eioplopc-d, one; per o^iplta.
oost, yl05*47*

Tlie 5îirine Hospital
S9
otlier fixâmes are recorded*
In 1929-20, the nun of

ohool coat -1^9*02*

16,668*29 v;.ug apent on the Horace

H u m Cchool; TP,502*16 on the

eaater -pe d a l Claac;

on the --hitman /pedal claoe;

12,053*52 on the 'hirental

School; vl,241*55 on the Juvenile Court : cî;ool;

97,
SO*

Ho

4,502*13

1,579*79 on

Secretary of the Hoard, .mnu a l :'5 port, 1920, p* 26, 27, 23*
Secretary of the
..mau-il r.cport, 1921, p* 22, 22, 24*
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the Shrine Hoapital ^ohoul; anl v4,982.82 on the Irving Deaf
Clasaea*

The average daily attendance was : Llann, 66.61;

debater, 11.60; Whitman, 14.62; Parental, 2909; Juvenile
Court, 9.55; Shrine Hoapital, 14.74; and Irving Deaf Classes,
16.61.

The Mann School hired six teachers; the .ebater, one;

the whitman, one; the Parental, one; the Juvenile Court, one;
the Shrine hospital, one; and the Irving, two.

Per capita cost

totaled (3250.24 at the Mann; $190.46 at the Webster; $176.69
at the Whitman; $440.89 at the Parental; $150.28 at the
Juvenile Court; $107.18 at the Shrine Hospital; and vSS9.99 at
100
the Irving.
In 1952-35, costs for the various special schools and
classes were;

Mann, $15,708.57; Webster, (2,425.78; Whitman,

$2,539.74; Bancroft, $2,367.06; Irving, (6,625.44; Shrine
Hospital, (1,258.29; Parental, (10,482.02.

The Mann School

employed 5.1 teachers; the Irving, three; and each of the others,
one.

The average daily attendance was : Mann, 78.34; Webster,

18.41; Whitman, 14.56; Bancroft, 10.17; Irving, 25.67; Shrine
Hospital, 13.07; Boys* Parental, 25.09.
were:

Perccapita costs

Mann, (174.99; •»ebater, (131.76; Whitman, (160.70;

Bancroft, (232.76; Irving, (258.10; Shrine Hospital, (96.27;
101
Parental, (453.96.
Grovjth of Special School Costs
Special schools and classes were first introduced into

ICO.
101.

Secretary of the Board, Wjinuul Report, 1930, p. 27.
Secretary of the Boai'd, ihmual Rep or x, 1950, p. 27.
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32.
the Spokane public scthool syatom In 1907-08 v 1th the founding
102
of the night school. The cost of this service %as only 0525.50.
With the passing of the years other schools and classes have
added immensely to this original cost.

In 1229-50, the cost
105
of special schools and classes had reached ;42,416.21. Costs
104
for 1930—21 were 042,127.62. In 1931—22 these costs were
105
^48,888.39« In 1932—33 the costs of special education were
(39,206.90.

In addition, the Part-Time School, begun In 1925-26

and discontinued in the fall of 1933, cost approximately ;(:2C,C00
a year.

The Continuation School, which replaced the Part-Time

School in 1932-33, cost tlie school district oni.y 0753.24 during
106
Its first year.
Variations in Grade School Costs
Elementary school coats show great range in various parts
of the city.

In 1919-20 the lowest per capita cost for any

grade school in the city was (52.53 at the Jefferson School.
The hipest per capita cost in 1919-20 was 096.02 at the Oolumbia
School.

The average per capita grade school cost for 1919-20

was v51*73.
#101.94.

The per capita cost for all schools in the city was
107
The per capita cost in the hig^h schools was 0115.86.

Although per capita cost of grade school education in
Spokane was only v39.63 in 1929-30, the variation in from 073.94

102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

Spokane Gcshool Board, Annual Report, 1908, p. 14 (Jnsert).
Secretaryof the Board, Annual Report.1930, p. 27.
Secretary of the Board,AnnualReport,1531, p. 31.
Secretary of the Board,Anirmi Report.1932, p. 27.
Superintendent of Schools, .uinua1 Ruport. 1933, p. 8 and 38
Secretary of the Board, Aunual R
o
1.920, p. 16-27.
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at the Arlington to vl7£.80 at the Madison School*
cost tor all schools in Spokane vms (^98*07.

Per capita

Per capita costs

in h i ^ school were vH6*68 in the senior h l ^ schools and
108
vll6*45 in the junior hi^h schools*
The variation for 192S-3S is from v66*36 at the Vviilard
to ÿl63*53 at the Madison*

Per capita cost for all grade

schools was ^74*66 in 1932-33*

All city schools showed a per

capita cost of 031*63*

Senior h i ^ schools cost ÿ91*S4 and
109
junior hi^^ schools cost y89*02 per capita*
Siuamary
The modern era of free public education in Spokane began
in 1089-90.

The school system was completely reorganized and

a new school district organized to serve the citizens of the
city*
Tlie enormous increase in population in Spokane which was
mentioned in Chapter II and the rapid early growth of attend
ance in the public schools noted in CStiapter III indicated fur
ther increases in attendance and costs in the Lpokane schools*
These increases were not foretold in vain*

Average daily

attendance increased from 1,168 in 1809-90 to 18,537*60 in
1932-33*

School costs increased from (,66,889*45 in 1869-90

to v2,188,280*42 in 1932-33.

From 1890 to 1930, School District

81 issued 04,375,000 in bonds to erect new school buildings*
These buildings, with their grounds and eL^uipment, are now
valued at (:8»059,884*59*

108*
109*

Secretary of the Board, ^tnnual Report. 1920, p. 16-17*
Secretary of the Board, Annual Report. 1933, p* 26-27.
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Other factors affecting scâiool costs have been discussed
in this chapter»

The number of teachers in the Spokane system

increased from 27 in 1889-SO to 678»lô in 1922-^53»

Teachers*

salaries have been increased several times to meet increased
living costs and to pay teachers for added years spent in pre
paration for teaching»

Previous to 1907-08, the school term

in Spokane v/as only 36 weeks in length»
term v/as extended to 38 v^eeks»

In 1907-08, the school

In 1919-20 the length of the

term was increased to 40 weeks»
Special services added in the schools of Spokane have been
numerous»

Special schools have been added for defectives of

various types»

The area of the city has been enlarged so many

times and to such an extent that the problem of efficient
management has not been fully worked out.

Consequently, grade

school costs do differ 'idely in various parts of the city»
The actual rate of increase in living costs from 1390
to 1913 cannot be given»

In 1913 the government started to

index the purchasing power of the dollar.

By 1930 living coats

had increased 61 per centum»
Per capita costs in the schools had risen only 24 per
centum from 1913-14 to 1929-30»

Although the dollar of the

general public bought only 62.1 cents worth in 1930, the school
district’s dollar purchased 80.7 cents worth»
careful management»

This may indicate

It may indicate that economies have been

made at the expense of some phase of the school work»
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OLLPTŒ T
SECONDARY EDUCATION

SPOKaNE

%iree senior and two junior pnbllo hl^li schools are in
Opt*atiAii in Cj/oinne at prfcAuiàt (lUEC—

)*

One other senior

h W i school building is o\vned by the à is triot, ont it is con
sidered unsafe for use*

These sl% hlfh school buildings have

an estimated value of $2,451,341*02*
at $298,734*22*

The grounds are valued

Tlie total value of h i ^ school property in

Spokane is $2,750,075*54*
110
building values*

Value of equipment is Included v;ith

Spokane Ili^ School
^ot until the autumn of 1885, ten and one-half years after
the opening of the first public school in Spokane, did secondary
education make a modest start in the community*
was no high school building*

Even then there

The classes were held in part of

the central grade school building*

This six-room, frame struc

ture was located at the corner of Fourth Avenue and Howard street
until the fall of 1890.

Tiien it was moved to the corner of

Fifth Avenue and Laslilngton street*

High school classes were
111
transferred from this building permanently in Eay, 1891.
South Central High School
South Central, the first high school to be erected in
Spokane, was coî:;pleted on lîay 25, 1891*

110.
111.

% e total cost of

Secretary of the Board, Anj-ual R'^port. 1933, p. 39*
Superintendent of the ScEuols’J AnnuilT Report, 1925, p. 8-9
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oonstmotlon was 0110#000; the site, vhlch was 300 feet
square, was valued at $30,000#

The building was located at

the corner of Fourth itveuue and Hov;ard Street, the present
site of the Lewis and Clark Hi^h Cchool#

The number of rooms

available In the South Central building 1891 Is not recorded,
112
but It is estimated at 20.
The value of the South Central building was placed at
$100,000 In 1900.

This figure probably did not Include equip

ment.

The grounds were still valued at the 1891 figure,
113
$30,000.
an addition was made to the South Central building in
1905.

This addition brou^t the total number of rooms in the

building to 47.

At the same time a cafeteria was opened in

the school basement.
114
made in 1907.

A further addition of seven rooms was

The South Central building was completely destroyed by
fire on June 21, 1910.

The total value of the building at the

time of the fire was $170,000.
115
increased to $150,000.

The value of the grounds had

North Central H i ^ School
North Central High School opened its doors to pupils in
the fall of 1908.

112.
113.
114.
115.

Tlie original cost was $155,000.

The site

Edwards,op. cit., p. 128-129.
Spokane School Board, Annual Report, 1900, p. 12.
Spokane School Board, XnnuaX Report, 1906, p. 11#
Spokane School Board, ïômuaï Report. 1910, p. 44»
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waa valued at $15,000.

The building stands at the corner of

Howard Street and Hora Avenue.
by SCO feet.

The grounds were and are 256 feet

Originally, the building had 28 rooms.

By 1910,

the number of rooms in the Forth Central high school had been
Increased to 71.

The building v/as valued at $560,000 and the
116
grounds at $20,000. These figures are also given for the school
117
year of 1915-14, but in 1919-20 the respective values v/ere
$526,717.12 and $26,685.28.

The increase in the value of the

building was due chiefly to the addition of one room, an audi118
torium, and a gymnasium during the year of 1917-18. In 1921,
the board estimated the value of the building at $659,086.90
119
and the value of the grounds at $26,947.73.
The Value of the Forth Central building was listed at
$640,372.13 in 1925# The value of the site was still at the
120
1921 figure. In 1950 the value of the building was estimated
121
at $645,753.07 and the value of the grounds at $27,194.18.
122
123
The same figures are listed for the years, 1951, 1952, and
1933.

At present the building contains 73 rooms, one auditorium,
124
one cafeteria, and one gymnasium.
The Lewis and Clark High School
The Lewis and '-^lark High School building, successor to the

South Central high School and erected on the same location, was
116.
117.
lie.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

Spokane School Board, Annual Report. 1910, p. IS.
Spokane School Board, 3imuaï heport, 1914, p. 14.
Secretary of the BoardT%nnuaT Re^
. 1920, p. 14.
Secretaryof the Board, annual Report, 1921, p. 42.
Secretary of the i^oard, Annual Renort. 1925. p. 40.
Secretary of the Board. SïmtET EffpOTT. 19301 p. 35.
Secretaryof the Board, SrmtïkT ITepbrT. 1951. p. 41.
Secretaryof the Board, E K h m i ITeg'
dYT. 1932. p. 39.
Secretaryof the Board, Zhnhal ÎTè'&brT, 1933, p. 39.
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opened to pupils on April 10, 1912.

The value of the building

In 1912 and 1914 was estimated at $475,000.
Bite was $150,000 In 1912 and 1914.

The value of the

The building contained 68
125

rooms, an auditorium, and cafeteria.
In 1920 the Lewis and Clark High School had been enlarged
to 74 rooms.

On that date the estimated value of the building
126
was $485,253.64 and the site was valued at $165,723.63. In
1921 the building had not been enlarged, but It was valued at
127
$800,761.75 and the grounds were valued at $156,011.23.
The value of the Lewis and ^*lark building had reached
$803,934.11 In 1925.

The site was listed at $167,251.18.

second gymnasium had been provided for the school.

A

It was

located In the basement of the administration building, which
Is also standing on the Lev/Is and Clark grounds just east of
128
the h l ^ school building.
3Sxe value of the Lewis and Clark building is still es
timated at the q^uotation given In 1925.

There has been no change

in Value at any date since that time. The site was valued at
129
130 131
$168,065.23 In 1930. That figure was given also for 1931, 1932
and 1933.

The 1933 figures mention 78 rooms, one cafeteria,
132
one auditorium, and two gymnasiums.

125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.

Spokane School Board, Annual Report. 1914, p. 14.
Secretaryof the Board, Annual Report. 1920, p. 14.
Secretaryof the Board, Annual keport. 1921, p. 42#
Secretaryof the Board, %nnuaT Report, 1925, p. 40.
Secretaryof the Board, lAnnual keport. 1930, p. 35.
Secretaryof the Board, Annual Report. 1931, p. 41.
Secretaryof the Board, ÂnnualL k.pori. 1932, p. 39.
Secretaryof the Board, Annuaï keport. 1933, p. 39.
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HiUsrorâ Hlijn «ühoal
The illllyaril îlic^i «^ohool heoaïae a
lie 8(^001 oystoia la

of the -rjolfeaiie pub

unnozatlon#

The eutlmttea

Value of the bullüliic lu the cpriiï,: of 191'6 ï.aa
tlie eetlmatüd value of tho L’ito v&o (:4,000.

oM

The bulluIrtg eon-

talneâ 15 rooma# oae anûltorlma, one orcinaalun, (ma one cafeteria#
lfî5
The elae of the grounlo m a fül feet by 2i;0 feet*
•
Althoutjb no additlona were »aâe to the îllllyard hijh school,
ite eatlfmted value in 19;)0 vma (.14^,519*07* T)ie value of the
1Ü4
^ounde had not cîian^ed* The same ©otimteû Values arc listed
liSO
1^6
for 1901 and 1952* The final fItiupco for
nillyard values
(1955) were %:X25,516*09 and v4,0U0*
given at 15*

The numb or of roofiis T.aa
157
T?)oro wau no other ohang®*

The hlllytird Hlji ^diool vma iliocontlnuod at the end of
the first oenoater of the 1951-52 school year*

.JLl pupllo

were trimaferred to the aev=^ John 2* logera high school at that
time*

i® lilHyurd irutiding at and a at tho comer of Everett
150
avenue and Hegal Street*
John H* !logera Hl^h 5;ohool
The John R# ilogere iUt'di ‘School waa opened to pupllffl ut
the beginning of the second ocmootcr of 19•>1-52*

The coot of

the building waa ..415,4G1,9C^ &md the cost of the eite,
455,708*43*

132*
154*
150,
150*
137*
153*

It la located at

elleJley ..venue and

*lt tc;>i.irg

decretory of the -’Oard,
\:cnort. 1920, p* 40,
Oeoretary of the
he hmrd,
Bc^rd, ^ nn lai
uTT ■
19.-O,
19.:o, p*
p* %,5*
*.5,
Secretary of the
h@ Board,
lior't . 19V1, |>* 41*
he •i-^urd,lumuli'l "P;‘-r‘C, 19c-2, p* 59*
Jeeretary of the
oecret&ry of the
he lioard,,
:yi,->iLti
1055, p* ^9#
Supar ntundent of «schools,
m 19,,i, p* *.'5-:-0*
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street*

The site is given as iî68,200 square feet.

There v/ere
139
37 rooms, one auditorium, one cafeteria, and one gymnasium,
Tlie size of the grounds v/as increased to 538,200 square

feet before June of 1933*
timated at v27,043*03*

The value of the grounds is now es

The building is now valued at
140

^422,462*52*

The number of rooms has not been increased*
Junior Ei^i Oohool Buildings

Spokane's two junior high ocâiools were erected during
1927 and 1928

haver ma le junior high school is located at

Knox Avenue and Adams Street*
$163,601*62*
$35,499#26*

It was erected at a cost of

The site, 440 feet by 256 feet, v/as valued at
Libby Junior High School, located at First Avenue

and Haven Street, cost $95,354*73*
was valued at $33,278*08*

Its site, 300 feet by 694,

Each junior high school contained
141

19 rooms and a gymnasium*
In 1930 the two junior hi^^ schools still had 19 rooms
each*

The value of the Haver male building v/as placed at

$261,629*35 and the site at (36,713*30*

The value of the

Libby building was placed at $193,906*11 and the site at
142
$34,911*79*
The principal change noted in either school during the
past three years is at Libby.

139*
140.
141*
142*

Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary

of
of
of
of

the Board,
the Board,
the Board.
the Board,

There the gymnasium is now used

Annual
;lnnual
Annual
Annual

Report*
Report.
Report.
Report.

1932,
1933,
1929.
1930,
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p* 39,
p. 39.
p. 37*
p. 35*

C 1?

E8 an auditorium#

The value of Ihivermale property in 1953

was CS61,768#82 for the building and (^56,715#50 for the site#
Libby property was valued at Yl93,965#26 for the building and
145
053,465.65 for the site# Eadh eohool still has 19 rooms*
Value of High School Property
Table VII shov/a the value of Spokane high school property
from 1890-91 to 1952-33.
TABLE VII
VALUE OF SPOKAUE HIGH SŒIùOL PROPERTY
1890-91 to 1932-53

Grounds

Year

Buildings

1891

; 110,000.00

1900

100,000.00

30,000.00

130,000.00

1910

530,000.00

170,000.00

700,000.00

1914

855,000.00

170,000.00

1,005,000.00

1920

1,011,970.00

182,408.81

1,194,379.57

1921

1,439,840.00

182,958.96

1,622,807.61

1,444,306.24

104,198.91

1,628,505.16

2,047,741.71

260,884.50

2,208,626.21

2,451,341.32

298,734.22

2,750,075.54

144
1925
145
1930
146
1933

Total

(Hot Recorded ) 0 (Hot Reeorde

Table VII shows that the value of h i ^ school property has
increased over a million dollars since 1924-25.

143.
144.
146.
146.

Secretaryof
Secretary of
Secretary of
Secretaryof

the
the
the
the

The value of

Board, Annual Report. 1933. p.
Board,
ÏÏêporT. 1925. p.
Board, Annual Report. 1930. p#
Board, Annual Report. 1933, p.
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39,
40,
38,
59,

h i ^ SQhool property has inoreasea over two million aollars
since 1909-10.

A oomparison of figures in Table VII with those

In Table I (Chapter IV, page 27 ) shows that 34 per centum of all
public school property was in 1932-33 h i ^ school property.
A brief review of high school history and statistics will
show why one high school building was enou^ in 1899-3900 and why
five suCh buildings have been needed since 1927-28.
High School Education Begins
L. H. Prather, principal of Spokane schools, was the first
high school teacher.

He taught ninth grade subjects during

1885-86 to a small, unrecorded number of pupils.
taught the ninth grade pupils during 1886-87.
147
tendance is available.

V/. B. Turner

Ho record of at-

The number of pupils enrolled in 1887-88 was 12.
148
Heaton taught the ninth grade pupils.

Jonathan

Mr. Heaton became the first high school principal in
Spokane in the fall of 1888.

He had one teacher to help him

with the class work.
were offered.

For the first time, tenth grade subjects
149
Average dally attendance during 1888-89 v/as 32.

There were still two high school teachers in 1889-90.
average daily attendance had dropped to 28.
150
subjects were taught for the first time.

147.
148.
149.
150.

The

Eleventh grade

Superintendent of Schools, Annual Report, 1925, p. 8-9.
Ibid., loo. oit.
Ibid., loc. cit.
Ibid., loo. cit.
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Senior subjeots were included in the currioulum for
1890-91»

H i ^ school enrollment for the year was 104; the

average dally attendance was 4h| and the number of teachers
employed, three.
in June, 1891*
151
girls.

The first h i ^ school class was graduated
The first graduates included five boys and two

The h i ^ school enrollment had increased to 445 in 18991900.

Average daily attendance was 389.

employed.

Sixteen teachers were

There was one hi£^ school building in Spokane.

contained about 20 class-rooms.
152
per teacher was 24*32.

It

The average number of pupils

H i ^ School Growth Since 1899-1900
Two senior h i ^ schools were in operation in 1909-10.
These two buildings contained 125 rooms and enrolled 2,284
pupils.

The average daily attendance was 1,754.

teachers employed.
153
was 21.92*

There were 80

The average number of pupils per teacher

In 1913-14 there wfre still two senior high schools*

The

total enrollment was 3,032; average daily attendance was 2,279;
the number of teachers, 106.
class-rooms*

The two buildings contained 139
154
Average pupils per teacher were 21.50.

E i ^ school enrollment had increased to 4,375 during 191920.

161.
152.
153.
154.

Average daily attendance was 3,216.

The number of high

Ibid., loc. cit.
Ibid., p. 10.
Spokane School Board, Annual Report. 1910, p. 13 and IB*
Spokane School Board, Annual Report. 1914, p. 12-13.
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8(Aiool tea Criera was 152#
class-rooms#
155
21.16#

The two sohoola now contained 146

The average number of pupils per teacher v/as

Total h i ^ school enrollment for 1920-21 reached 4,600#
Average daily attendance v/as 5,520#
169#

The number of teachers was

The average number of pupils per teacher v/as 20*82.

Two

h i ^ school buildings containing 146 olass-rooms were in opera156
tion#
H i ^ school enrollment v/as 5,282 during 1924-25#
daily attendance was 4,145#

Average

Teachers employed numbered 186#

The average number of pupils per teacher was 22.21#
157
school buildings now contained 151 class-rooms#

The tv/o high

Three senior and tv/o junior high schools were in operation
in Spokane in 1929-50#

The total number of class-rooms was 204#

The average daily attendance was 5,425#
teachers, including principals, employed.
158
of pupils per teacher was 24.30#

Tiicre were 241.75
The average nujaber

During 1930-31, the average daily hi^ÿi school attendance was
5,620.42; the number of teachers was 246.25; and the average
number of pupils per teacher was 24.41#
159
204 rooms were in use#

Five high schools and

Five buildings and 226 rooms were in us© during 1931-32#
The average daily high school attendance was 5,702#
employed numbered 238.8#
165#
156#
157#
158#
159#

Secretary of
17.
Secretary of
Secretary of
Secretary of
Secretary of

Teachers

The average number of pupils per

the Board, Annual Report. 1920, p. 14 and 16the
the
the
the

Board,
Board,
Board,
Board,

iumual Report.
Annual Report.
iSnuai Report.
AnnuuL Report.

1921,
1925,
1930,
1931,

p.
p.
p#
p.
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13-15.
15-17.
16-19#
18-*21.

o;

.
_
160
teaoher was 26.14.
Wie average daily attendance for Spokane’s five h i ^
scïhools v?as 5,941 during 1932-SS.

Tlie number of teachers em

ployed was 228.45.
v/as 27.99.

The average number of pupils per teacher
161
Class-rooms numbered 226.

Table VIII contains figures to shov; the upward trend of
high school average daily attendance in Spokane during the
present century as compared with grade school average daily
attendance.
TABIh: VIII
GROWTH OF KIGH SOtfOOL ..VFRAGF DAILY ATThifDAITOL
1899-1900 to 19aa-S3
rer Cent H.o.
Year
4,169

389

9.3

1909-10

11,146

1,753

15.7

1919-20

12,500

3,216

25.7

1924-25

13,637

4,145

30.4

1929-30

13,500

5,423

40.2

1902-33

12,597

5,941

47.2

1899-1900

An examination of Table VIII shows that grade school aver
age daily attendance had virtually reached the peak by 1909-10.
High school average daily attendance was just beginning its
phenomenal gains in 1909-10.

160.
161.

In 1899-1900, high school pupils

Secretary of the Board, jmnual R> ,>ort> 1932, p. 16-19.
Secretary of the Board, i^umual ÏYcporE. 1933, p. 14-15 and
26-27•
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were a very small part of the total attenaanoe*

In 193S-S3,

h l ^ school enrollment amounted to nearly one-third of the
total school average daily attendance.
Graph VI reviews the grov/th of public school average
daily attendance from 1889-90 to 1922-£j;5.

Graph VII records

the growth of high school average daily attendance from 188990 to 1932-33.

Both of these graphs are on page

Table IX shows the increase in the number of high school
teachers employed and the number of pupils per teacher.
TABLE IX
HIGH SUHOOL TEACHERS I3LPL0YEÎ)
1889-90 to 1932-33

Year
1889-90

Teachers
2

Pupils per Teacher
14

1899-1900

16

24.32

1909-10

80

21.92

1913-14

106

21.50

1919-20

152

21.16

1924-25

186

22.21

1929-30

241.76

24.30

1932-33

228.46

27.99

The per centum increase in the number of high school
teachers employed between 1889-90 and 1932-33 is shov;n by
Table XX to be 11,400.

Since 1899-1900, the per centum Increase
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GRAPH VI
GROWTH OF SPOKAHE PUBLIC SCHOOL AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
1890-1933
Year
1890
1900

1,168
4,568

1910

12,957

1920

15,718

1930

18,523
19,358

GRAPH VII
GROWTH OF SPOKANE HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
1890-1933
Year
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930

1,754
3,162
5,423
5,941
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GRAPH VIII
SPOKAHE GRADE SCHOOL TEACHERS, 1879-80 to 1922-33

435,6

Year

1880

J

1890 1900 1910 1920 1921 1925 1930

1933

GRAPH IX
SPOKANE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS, 1889-90 to 1932-33

228.45

Year

1890

1900 1910

1920

1921

1925

1930
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lias teen 1,425*

The distribution of pupils per teacher has

heen improirefll since 1919-20*

A few more pupils per teacher

would lower costs without hurting the efficiency of the high
schools*

Graphs VlHand XX on page 68 give a comparison of

grade school and high school teaching staffs.
Operating Costa
V/ith the increase in attendance and teachers employed,
operating costs in the high schools have mounted rapidly*

The

total cost of operating the Spokane high school was çl3,818*97
during 1895-96*

In 1899-1900, the cost of operation had

advanced to ^19,204*12#

Operating costs had increased over

seven times hy 1909-10; the actual figure was ()144,214.79.
The 1909-10 total v^aa nearly doubled in 1915-14, with operat
ing costa at 0220,101.25*

The year of 1919-20 saw the total

for operation mount to 0566,572*25; in 1920-21, the total had
reached 0489,754*78*

The total for the Fiftieth -uiriiversary

Year, 1924-25, was 0512,859.04*

In 1929-50, the total for

operating costs vas 0685,559.51.

The total had dropped to

0580,169.90 in 1952-53.

In 1950-51, the peak was reached

with operating coats going to a total of (695,700.04.
162
total vas v679,919.65 for 1951-52.

The

Per Capita Costs
Per capita costs were estimated at (49*43 for the year
of 1899-1900 in South Central, Spokane's only secondary school.

lo2*

HiwJi ->o(tool Operating ^ost T a b l e s . Cowles Reference

“ Elhrary*
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Suooesal^a advunoes ia per eaplta oosta brotitjht the figure
to #82#64 la 1909-lOs 496*70 la 1913-14; and t115.86 la
1919-80.

The peak was reached at 4141.40 la 1980-21.

Succès-

Give cuts la per capita costs resulted la costs of 4180.37 la
1984-26; 4116.68 la 1929-30; C115.81 la 1930-31; 4109.10 la
1931—32; aad 490.90 la 1932—33.

A furtiier sharp reduction la
163
per capita costs Is anticipated during 1933-34.
Hl^^ School Course of Ctudy
The earliest course of study published by the 3x>olcane
board of eduoatloa listed three possible courses (Latin.
Scientific » and ^aglish) and 31 different subjects*
for the twelfth grade was especially meagre*

The work

However* no

pupils were registered la this grade* so it made no dlffer164
eaoe.
the year 1899-1900* the Classical course had been
added to tlie hl#i 8<^ool program.

%ie new subjects offered

were Oroek History* Greek {three years )* Civics* Trigonometry*
United ^tates History* French (second* third* and fourth year)*
and the third year of Hiyslca.

The XngllEh and Scientific

courses were the only ones offering ^ork In I'ngllsh every
year.

A new department In the high school offered normal train

ing vork to prepare h l ^ school graduates to teach In the
grade schools of the city#

Ihls department waa inaugurated

In 1897-98 and discontinued after the 1900-01 school year.

163.
164.

HliCh Sohool Per Capita Coat Table. Cowles Reference
üby&ry #
Spokane Sohool Board* Annual Report. 1890, p. 69.
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16â
Altogether, 41 auhjeots v;ere offered,#
The course of study in the high schools of Spokane for
1909—10 Is not novi available#
course of study for 1910-11#

There is a brief record of the
The course had just been re

vised follox.ing the 1909-10 year#
Study contains six courses:

The 1910-11 course of

Classical, Ooientific, Literary,

Commercial, iîanual Arts for Girls, and ISanual Arts for Boys#
This revised course of study v.aa by far the best one offered
in Spokane up to this time.

Four full years vere offered in

English, Latin, Greek, French, German, Spanish, sciences,
history, commercial subjects, manual arts and mathematics#
Such subjects as music, art, and public speaking are beginning
to find their way into the h l ^ sohool program#
166
offered numbered 49#

Subjects

Again in 1919-20, there are no course of study records
available#

In more modern times these courses of study have

not been published in the annual reports of the board or the
superintendent#

The course of study for any school year is

now printed In large (quantities and distributed to the public
on request#

Consequently, at the close of the school year,

most of the copies are gone#

No effort has been made by the

schools to save copies of past courses of study#
The course of study for Spokane senior high schools for
1932-33 Is typical of the courses that have been In effect

163#
166#

Spokane Gchool Board, Annual Report, 1900, p# 72#
Spokane School Board, -txnnual Report, 1910, p# 126—127#
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during the past 10 years.

Eight courses are now offered:

Classioal, Solent IfIc, General, Commercial (General Business),
Commercial (stenographic and secretarial), Llanual ia*ts. Home
Economics and

Arts.

Hiysical Education la a prominent

new arrival, re oui red In all courses.

So many subjects are

offered that they must be generalized to be placed in two pages.
For instance, French, German and other languages are listed
merely under^the head of foreign lanrmage.

Subjects offered

numbered 75.
The Junior High School Situation
Superintendent Orville 0. Iratt conducted a building
survey of the City of Spokane during 1920-21.

His findings

were published in the Annual Report of the Superintendent on
June 30, 1921.

His conclusions were that a junior high sohool

program n^ould be adopted by the Spokane schools and be put into
operation as soon as possible.

The plan was to have eight
168

junior hifch schools eventually.
During 1924-23, ninth grade work was conducted at the
McKinley, ^tevens, and ..ebstor grade schools.

These three

classes v;ere continued until the fall of 1928, at which date
the Haver male and Libby Junior High Schools opened for use.
The ninth grade classes at these three grade schools were more
or leas experimental.

The classes were small and one teacher

was employed to handle the vork in each school.

167.
168.

The rork was

Spokane School Board, Form 11, 1932-33.
Superintendent of Schools, .mnual Report. 1921^ p. 4-43.
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not junior h l ^ school work in the strictest sense of the
169
term.
These ninth grade classes had an enrollment of only

54,74

in 1924-25, 68.80 in 1926-26, 70.54 in 1926-27, and 69.71 in
1927-28.
"hen the junior high schools were opened in the full of
1928, classes were conducted for pupils in the 8a , 9B and 9.i.
grades.

Nevertheless, all three senior hith schools still

maintained 9B and 9a classes.

Host of the grade schools con

tinued to conduct 8^ classes.

This same situation still exists

in Spokane.

Consequently, the educational organisation in

Spokane must he called the 8-4 plan, with some work offered on
171
the 7 1/2-1 1/2-3 plan.
The cost of maintaining the two junior high schools was
#103,607.61 in 1926-29; ;^102,441.34 in 1929-30; #104,317.26 in
172
1930-31; #96,887.79 in 1931-32; and 4,86,690.32 in 1932-33.
TiiO average daily attendance in the junior high schools was
894.26 in 1928-29.

There were 36.25 teachers employed.

figure included the principals.
was 26.37.

This

The number of pupils per teacher

The per capita cost was #'116.86.
173
and two auditoriums were In use.

Tliirty-eight rooms

■ The junior high school average daily attendance was 879.71
in 1929-30.

169.
170.
171.
172.
173.

Two principals and 33.76 teachers were employed.

Ira L. HoLaren, School hoard Aocount'itnt
Secretary of the Board, Annual Report. 1930, p. 16.
Ira L. lIcLuren.
Secretary of the Board, Annual Report, 1932, p. 16-19 and 40,
Ibid., loo. cit.
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There were 24*61 pupils per teaoher*
amounted to vll6*45*
174
use*

.

The per capita cost

Two auditoriums and 28 rooms v/ere in

Average dally attendance was 823 in 1930-21 at the junior
h i ^ schools*
employed*

Besides the two principals, there were 24 teachers

There v/ere 23*16 pupils per teacher*

cost was V126.16*

Per capita

The number of rooms in use had not changed*

175

The average daily attendance in junior high school was
878.68 in 1931-32.

Two principals and 31.4 teachers were on

the staff of the two schools.
teacher*

There were 26.20 pupils per

Per capita costs amounted to :|)110*28*

Libby listed

an auditorium in use. Haver male had no auditorium, but men176
tioned a gymnasium.
Average daily attendance in the junior h i ^ schools reached
961.49 in 1922-23*
principals.

There were 22.2 teachers, including the

Pupils per teacher were 28.96.

$89.02*

There were 38 rooms in use.
177
Libby listed an auditorium*

Per capita cost was

Havermale had a gymnasium*

Per capita costs in the junior high school were considered
too high during the first few years*

Adjustments in pupils per

teacher and other changes are expected to equalize junior high
178
school costa eventually. To date, junior high school education
in Spokane is in the trial stage.

The breakdown of the whole

plan would be no surprise to those who have studied the situation,

174*
176*
176.
177 ,
178*

Ibid., loo. cit.
Ibid., loc. cit.
Ibid., loo* cit.
Secretary of the Board, jlnnual Report. 1922, p. 16.
Ira L. McLaren, School Board Accountant.
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Post-Graduates
Because post-graduate student records are included v.ith
regular senior-class statistics in Spokane high schools, any
figures about post-graduate enrollment and average daily attend
ance are merely approximate#

The post-graduate figures used

in this study are arrived at throu£^ discussing the problem v-ith
the attendance officers in the three senior high schools.
Until the depression, post-graduate enrollment v/as never
over 100 for the complete school year.

Post-graduates enrolled

in Spokane in 1919-20 numbered about 76, v.ith about 40 at I*ev;is
and Clark and 35 at Ilorth Central.
after the annexation of Hillyard
graduates v;ere enrolled.

In 1926-26, the first year
School, about 100 post

There were about 45 at Lewis and

Clark, about 35 at ÎTorth Central, and ^out 20 at Hillyard*
During 1929-30, 1930-31, 1931-32 and 1932-33 there have
been approximately 300 post-graduates em*olled in Cpokane h l ^
schools.

Lewis and Clark has enrolled about 150, Ilorth Central

about 100, and Rogers (Hillyard until early in 1932) about 50.
Attendance was apparently none too regular before 1930-31.
Bfow, however, rules in regard to post-graduates have been made
strict.

At present a post-graduate student must enroll in four

full subjects.

He must remain in school all day.

regular in attendance and %)unctuality.

He must be

So far, these regulations

have not lessened the number of post-graduates in Spokane.
By multiplying the number of post-graduates each year by
the cost per pupil, we are able to arrive at the approximate
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total cost of post-graduates to the district*

The approximate

total cost was 08,689.60 in 1919-20; 012,711 in 1925-26; ;>ô,004
in 1929-60; 064,296 in 1950-51; 062,760 in 1961-62; and 027,672
in 1932-33.
Three teachers v.ere needed in the Spokane system to teach
post-graduate students in 1919-20; four teachers rære needed in
1925-26; and 10 teachers have been needed each year since 192930.
The cost to the district in furnishing teachers for these
post-graduates v.as about (:5,053.50 in 1919-20; about (-7,702 in
1925-26; about ^24,477 in 1929-60; about (24,162 in 1960-61;
about (23,214 in 1931-32; and about (19,749 in 1962-63.

These

figures have been obtained by multiplying the per capita teacher
cost for high school pupils by the number of post-graduates in
school each year.
Summary
IÎ0 study of rising sohool costs can afford to neglect high
school statistics.
Hit^ school Lork v.as begun in Spokane in 1085-36.

In 1889-

90, there were two teachers and 28 pupils in average daily at
tendance.

In 1932—36, there v/ere 228.45 teachers and 5,941

pupils in average daily attendance.
One high school housed all high sohool pupils until the fall
of 1908.

In 1932-63, five high school buildings were in use.

H i ^ sohool buildings increased in value from s.110,000 in 1891 to
$2,750,075.54 in 1933.
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Operating coats rose from y19,^04#12 in 1899-1900 to
0580,169.90 in 19;j2-33'.

Per capita costs increased from ^49.43

in 1899-1900 to 096.70 in 1913-14 and to i;,116.68 in 1929-30.

Per

capita cost for 1932-33 was only 090.90, or less than 1913-14
costa by 06.70, indicating that per capita costs were possibly
too low in 1932-33.
The h i ^ school course of study has been enriched from time
to time.

Three courses and 31 subjects were offered in 1889-90.

Eight courses and 75 subjects were offered in 1932-33.
A junior high school system was inaugurated in 1928-29.
has not been a distinct success.

It

It v;as intended to have eight

junior high school buildings eventually.

It la now likely that

the two already completed v;ill be the only ones built.

Ooe ts

have been running higher than expected and results do not warrant
the added expense.
Post-graduate enrollment has increased greatly during the
past three years (1929—30 to 1932—33).

There were in 1932-33

about 300 post-graduates enrolled in Spokane high schools.

The

extra cost to the district has averaged over ^20,000 during each
of the past three years.
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CHAPTER VI
EGORO^IES EFF:JCTLP üIIJGE 1921
3319
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felt in Spokane viien budget-making time arrived In Karoh of
19Î51,

School finances vvere on a cash basis.

There v,ae on

hand a cash surplus of nearly (^00,000 (the actual amount at
the end of the school year on July 1, 1931, was #72,739.24).
Consequently, the school board adopted a budget calling for
expenditures of $1,975,957.62 during the sohool year of 193132.

This was only slightly leas than the $2,011,830.52 spent

by the schools in 1929-30 and the $2,112,330.03 spent in the
year of 1930-31.

Apparently the thought of economy did not

enter the minds of the school board members in preparing the
179
budget for 1931-32.
However, as the school year advanced, it became evident
that expenditures would far exceed tax receipts due to grow
ing tax delinquency.

Due to this tax delinquency, receipts

for the Spokane public schools amounted to only $1,644,328.80.
This was less than the budgeted items by $331,628.72.

By

January 1. 1932, curtailment of costs \here possible had be180
come absolutely essential.

179.
180.

0, C. Pratt, a Glimpse of Spokane *s School Finances.
1932, p. 1-2.
Ibid., loo. cit.
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Wlien the school board met on Monday, January 11, the
meeting was devoted to considering ways and means to bring
about immediate economies in the operation of the schools*
^i^ï^’lly it was decided to hold a special meeting on Wednesday,
181
''
January 21, to discuss the matter further* At this special
meeting six economy measures were decided upon*
Second Semester Economies, 1931-32
These second semester economies for 1931-32 were:
1*

Closing of the swimming pools at Lewis and Clark and

Horth Central Hl^i Schools*
for the semester*

Estimated saving of about #2,600

A further saving to result during the

1932-33 sohool year through the dismissal of one physical educa
tion teacher*
2*

Elimination of bonuses paid to session room teachers

at Lewis and Clark Hif h School*
at north Central High Sohool*

Discharge of the record clerk
Estimated saving of 01,500 for

the semester*
3*

Elimination of pay for summer registration of junior

and senior high school pupils*

Estimated saving of #600 per

year*
4m

t>inTi

25

Elimination of all h i ^ school classes where less
pupils are enrolled*

Where classes drop to less than

15 enrolled at any time during the term, the class to be dis
continued*

181 ,

Daily Spokesman Review. Tuesday, Jan# 12, 1932.
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*
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hurlnj they:

::y not replttolnr these

teaoaera and by eeveral minor economies, the dlctrlot cut the
loa
ooet of iastruotioa a total of ;:46,lZè.lrO#)
Throajh the Itema mentioned aUoire and by rlcld economy
all alon^^ the lino, vBi>,lhy*7S %¥an navel from the amount
bud^^eted for the cchool year#

IWvertholeou, the caah srarplxm of

Jtily 1, 19i:l, had become a deficit of ;7b,7l>t#*76 oa July 1,
1C.0
Tii0 ©chool budjtot for

£hyœe3
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preaoated la the follow

180#
183#
184#
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TABLE X
SCHOOL EXPEITLITUESS, 1931-02

Item
General Control

$

Instruction

42,157.00

$

41,386.86

1,569,423.00

1,523,297.80

Co-ordinate Activities

28,500.00

29,534.71

Auxiliary Agencies

10,200.00

9,098.69

Operation of Plant

225,600.00

222,998.00

Maintenance of Plant

62,700.00

43,650.50

Fixed Charges

12,050,00

7,965.54

Capital Outlay

15,000.00

4,617.21

Miscellaneous

1^.327^52

10.288.59

1,975,957.52

# 1,892,827.80

Total

$

Table X shows that in every item except one the school
hoard was able to effect some saving.

In Co-ordliiate Activities

there was expended $1,034.71 more than the budget culled for,
but this is explained by the fact that the schools furnished
more milk to underfed pupils than formerly.

V.hereas, the budget

had called for $5,800 for milk, actually the board spent a totd
185
of $7,425.61 during the year.
The following table, compiled by the author from the
figures in the first table in this chapter, shows the complete

185.

0. C. Tratt, School Budget> 1933-34, p. 3.
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savings or losses In eaoh principal 'budgetary item:
TABLE XI
SAVINGS MADS W R I N G 1931-32

Item

Saving

General Control
Instruction
Co-ordinate Activities

—

Per Cent of Saving

770.14

1.6

46,125.20

2.8

1,034.71

-

3.6

Auxiliary Activities

1,101.41

10.7

Operation of Plant

2,602.00

1.1

19,049.50

30.3

4,094.46

33.9

10,382.79

69.2

Maintenance of Plant
Fixed Charges
Capital Outlay

.03

38.93

Miscellaneous

4.2

$ 83,129.72

Total

Economy Measures, 193B-33
The budget for the school year of 1932*33 was formulated
in March and adopted in April, 1932*
measures were retained.

The 1931*32 economy

Significant changes adopted for 1932-

33 includedj
1*

Elimination of 33 teachers, eight for cause.

Saving

about $60,000.
2.

Consolidation of grade school classes where possible.

Closing of Hawthorne Prade School.
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S*

.

Elimination of yearly pay inoreaae of (:50 for each

teacher not at the maximum salary.

Estimated saving of ^5,450,

One hundred and nine teachers affected.
4.

Elimination of $50 bonus to teachers for each term

of college v,ork taken beyond four years and up to five*

ITo

estimate of saving possible.
5.

Teachers* salaries cut ten per cent.
186

Saving about

$145,000*
187
The 1952*53 budget follows. In addition to the budget
figures, the amount of estimated saving from 1951-32 Is given
along uith the per cent of the saving in each case.
TABLE XII
s c s o o L E Z P K iîP re m u e s ,

Item

1 9 3 2 -3 3

Budgeted
#

Saving ,

Per Cent
Saved

1,815.86

4.3

1,281,034.90

242,262.90

15.9

Co-ordinate Activities

25,478.36

4,056.35

17.1

Auxiliary Activities

13,250.00

4,151.41

- 45.6

192,900.00

30,098.00

13.4

Haintenanoe of Plant

33,100.00

10,650.50

26.4

Fixed Charges

10,200.00

2,244.46

- 28.2

4,000.00

617.21

13.5

11.936.94

1.648.35

- 16.0

$1,611,471*20

# 281,356.60

14.9

General Control
Instruction

Operation of Plant

Capital Outlay
Miscellaneous
Total
18G.
187.

39,571.00

_

#

Superintendent of Schools. Annual Report. 1933, p, 7-9.
0. C. Pratt, School Bud get. 19 33-34' . p . 2-4.
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Eoonomy Measures, 19S3-34
The budget for the 1933-34 school year was adopted In
April, 1933.
sohool costs.

This budget allowed an even farther reduction in
The total called for in the budget was

|?1,431,688.35 as ooLipared \ 1th ;^1,611,471.20 budgeted in 1032188
33.
This was a saving of (179,782.85.
Some savings were brought about in the following ways:
1*

Teachers* salaries cut ten per cent.

from the salary of 1931-32.
2.

Estimated saving of about s^lS6,000.

Elimination of teachers* pay during school vacation

periods, except those holidays set by law.
be caved in this way.

replaced.
4.

Two weeks' pay to

The total saving to amount to five per

cent of the 1931-32 salary.
3.

Cut to be taken

Saving about v60,000.

Nino teachers who resigned during 1932-33not to

be

Saving .12,781*63.
Curtailment of instruction in home economics and

manual arts.
5.

Consolidation of the three science departments at

Levais and 8lark Sigh 8 ehool under one head*
6.

Saving about v500.

Elimination of the $100 bonus paid to science teachers

in the high schools since the 4orId uar.

Saving about $2,500.

One other significant change in policy re-instated the
$60 yearly increase in salary for those teachers not at the
maximunif

this $60, however, to be subject to the 26 per cent

reduction in pay.

IBS.

The $60 increase for 1932-33 not to be

0. Cm Pratt, School Budget. 1933-34, p. 2-4.
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. ^ ^ ^
Inoluaed*

189
Increase to oost district about 04,000.
190
The chief budget items for 1933-54, together v.ith the amotmts

and per cents saved, follow:
TABLE XIII
Ba YIMOB .PLrl^ïLED i'OH 1933-54

Item

Budgeted

General Control

$

■§avln£.

er uen
flved

39,530.00

41.00

1,088,865.85

198 ,169.05

15.4

Co-ordinate Activities

22,468.00

3 ,016.36

11.8

Auxiliai^ Agencies

18,818.50

437.50

5.3

Operation of Plant

174,100.00

18 ,800.00

9.8

Maintenance of Plant

78,218.00

- 39 ,118.00

-118.1

Fixed Charges

12,200.00

-

2,000.00

- 19.6

4,500.00

600.00

- 12.5

11.000.00

936.94

7.8

$1,431,688.35

$179 ,782.85

11.1

Instruction

Capital Outlay
His oellaneous
Total

.01

Tliree Years of Econo mgr
A general recapitulation of facts and figures from the bud*
get of 1931-32 to the budget of 1933-34 throws an interesting
l i ^ t on finances for that period.

A table that shows the complete

amounts saved from 1931-38 to 1933-34 follows:

189.
190.

Superintendent of Schools, Annual Report. 1933, p. 7-9.
0* G. Pratt, School Budget. 1953-34, p. 8-4.
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TABLïï XIV
RECAPITUIATIOIÎ FROll 19Sl-Sa to 1933-34

Item

Amount Saved

General Control

Per Cent Saved

2,627.00

6.2

406,557.18

31.0

Co-ordinate Activities

6,038.00

21.1

Auxiliary Agencies

2,612.60

25.6

Operation of Plant

51,500.00

22.8

9,518.00

15.1

Instruction

Maintenance of Plant

1.2

150.00 *

Fixed Charges
Capital Outlay

10,500.00

70.0

672.48

6.6

$ 644,269.17

26.5

Mis 0 ellaneous
Total

Table XIV shoi^s that not all items have been cut.
AtCKiiliary Agencies# XIa.intenance of Plant, an^ Pieced Gliar^es
will be slightly higher in 1933-34 than in 1931-32.
Outlay has been cut freely.

.C^itajL

Operation costa are ûown (;31,600.

In all, #644,269.17 has been out from the 1933-34 budget as
compared with the 1931-32 budget.

The big saving is, of course,

■It* salaries, where #486,657.16 has been saved.
Economies in the High Schools
Iii^t is thrown on the economies effected in the high
schools of Spokane by Table XV and Table XVI.
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C7.
TABhS XV
S SHI OR HIGH SCHOOL ECO P0IÎIE3

191
Item

1930-21

Instruction

v401,397*10

Co-ordinate Activities

192
193
1931-32
1932-33
,,477,801 *55 v410,131*70

5,390*50

6,038.81

Auxiliary Agencies

8*40

12.00

Operation of Plant

73,301.29

70,667*12

56,562*95

Maintenance of Plant

17,054.01

14,424*66

3,281.23

3.493*34

2.349*96

3.617.03

Fixed Qhargea
Total

$591,382*79

5,103*52

$583,031*86 #494,579.58

îat>Xe X V shows that the total saving in senior h i ^
school oost a from 19»50“«5l to 19S1*S2 vsaa only $8,540*90 or one
and foox-tenths per centum*

The amount saved by the senior

high schools from 195ü-*31 to 1902—33 was ^96,803*21 or 16*4
per oentum*

The savings in instruction for the two-year period

amounted to $71,205.40.

This was equal to 71.5 per oentum of

the complete saving and equal to a saving of 12*1 per oentum
on the entire cost of senior high school education in 1930-31.
Opération of Plant showed a two-year saving of $16,739.24,
or 22*3 per oentum.
51*4 per oentum*

Maintenance of Plant showed a saving of

However, the actual saving was only $0,773.78,

Co-ordinate Activities showed less than one per oentum of

151*
192*
192*

Secretary of the Board, Annual Report, 1931,
Secretary of the Board, AnnuaX Report, 1932,
Secretary of the Board, ^ l u a l Report, 1933,
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p. 20*
p* 18*
P# 14*

88,
reduotloBi, or ^893.07*

Fisced Charges oost $123*69 or less

than one per oentiua more*
TABLi;: XVI
JUIJIOR HIGH GÛHOOL Eüü.'l UIES
1^4
______ Itora
Inatruotlon

$83,537.74

Co-ordinate Activities
Auxiliary Agencies
Plant Operation
riant Hiintenance
Fixed Charges
Total

33^
I3g
1931-32
1932-33
$78,813.74 ^69,671.56

1,058*60

1,009.81

1,067.86

36,80

111*00

333.35

14,057.50

12,924.57

10,174.36

2,996.10

1,603.82

1,629.15

903.68

512.28

795.39

#104,317.25

#96,887.79 $85,590.32

The two-year saving on junior high school costs was
#18,716.93, or 17.9 per oentum, according to Table XVI.

The

saving in the cost of instruction foi* the two-year period was
#13,685.18, or 16,4 per centum.

This saving In the cost of

Inatruotion was equal to 73 per oentum of the whole uuioiait
saved in the jun lor high schools.
Co-ordinate Activities cost #9.26 more in 1932-33 than
in 1930-31.
1932-33 year.

Auxiliary Agencies oost #297.52 more for the
Plant Oueracion showed an economy of #3,883.15,

or 27.6 per centum.

Plant ilalntenance showed an economy of
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89.
$1,366.95, or 46.9 per centum.

I*'ly.ed Qiar/'ea v.ere pared,

$103.29, or 11.9 per centum.
Summary
Spokane pub 11 o school costs v.ere not out until the spring
of 1931*-32.

Then costa were cut from 01,975,957.62 to

$1,892,827.80, a saving of only $83,129.72.

The per centum

saving was 4.2.
Economy measures v^ere drastic dui‘ing 1932-32 and 1933-34.
Total school costs dropped to (1,611,471.20 in 1932-33 and to
$1,431,683.35 in 1933-34.

Total savings were $261,366.60 in

1932-33 and $179,782.85 In 1933-34.
Few services were curtailed cr discontinued.
costs and salaries were hit hardect.
overworked in Spokane.

Operating

The bonus system had been

It was practically ended during the

depression.
Grade school costs were reduced more them the h i ^ school
costs.

Economy measures sliould have come a year earlier than

they did.
apparently:

Economy measures have not been Bjrateraatically planned
they Just happened.
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C B k s ^ m VII

COÎIPAÎUTÎVS STTOY OF TWEHTV CITIES
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üiTiwJ

üü;m,LTJ n 'itsuk

Olty

State

Population
06£),C83

1*

Seattle

2.

lAzig Boach

Calif.

142.032

3*

Salt lake City

XJte.dl

140.267

4.

JaoksonvHle

Fla.

129.£49

6#

Trenton

a. J.

123.366

6.

Ci.imden

H. J.

1X8.700

7.

Brie

Pa.

115.967

8.

Sîîokfan©

v<ash.

115.514

9.

Fort tiujme

Ind.

114.946

10.

Ne% Bedl’ord

lias8.

112.597

11.

Reading

Pa.

111.171

12.

(Viohlta

Kano.

111.110

10.

2&laml

Fla.

110.637

14.

Taooraa

waah.

106,817

15.

Knoxville

tCenn.

105.802

18.

K1 Pa80

Texae

102.421

17.

lynn

18.

ICvansvllle

Ind.

102.249

19.

Dalath

Minn.

101.463

20.

Gary

Ind.

100.426

102,320
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?A'.:L XVIII
(>]' c:;;-. .;][?][:

if:']:':)

city

TTamher

X.

Trenton

Ô

7 .S3

8.

i^vamirlXXe

18

e.7x

0.

Reading

XX

9.5

4.

:i Paoo

le

1 3 .5

6#

Fort ï-ayno

9

17.1 9

6.

r&io

7

1 9 .2Ô

?#

v«iohita

IS

Ê0.7X

8#

JaoîïiiionvilX®

4

26.30

9.

KaoxvlXXe

10

£0.40

8

40.37

10.

L.tn;:.ire Fllen

XX.

Itianl

13

4 3 .0

XB.

Tacoe^.

14

46.35

X0«

Salt L.il:o City

3

4)2.04

14.

l>.iiuth

19

6 2 .3 4

10.

Seattle

X

60.50

Jîot H e^^ortlrvî*

---— i—

Beach ( # ) *

(xoiî lyim (X7h

CaDÛea ( 6 ) |

Slev,- IkaûforA

Oary t;:0)#

À 'ifte c n th Cens: 18 o r tho Tînited tu t e s ,
niQtrleta, X9^:)ü ( i.ashln^ton, B. w.*
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95.

I T U T

l er utôiit tïi

Tî'3t Fitlimtion

citsr

[O':.l

1.

Seattle

1

(159,59^,938*

50

2•

Camden

e

158,116,112

0*

Trenton

5

180,270,175

i-ieadin{s:

11

171,W1,417

66-B/5

100

Ü.

ikilt Lake Cltjr

3

154,902.063

50

6«

I a % Beach

Ù

100,155,125

4)

7.

Fort '

9

l47,0';-0,000

30

8.

l^na

17

130,813,660

SO

9.

Corjr

20

120,602,560

50

îliccnTtlle

18

i;;o,000,000

10.
11.

7

120,000,000*

7S

12.

I:van3v llXe

18

1X7,750,660

100*

13.

Hew Bedford

10

116,031,600

100

14.

ulohlta

18

1X5,659,747

15.

■'■"1 Paso

18

86,500,000

16.

r.r)ok.>,.ne

0

17.

Jaeksonvlll#

4

67,601,873

DO

13

66,455,078

20

18.

60*
70
50* (4

18#

Dulnth

19

65,755,062

40

20.

Taoom

14

55,760,570*

50* (4

♦

DiîSputed
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TABLE XX
WEALTH BEHIHD EACH SCHOOL CHILD
19S3-34

W èalth
Taxed

Wealth
Total

Rank

City

Humber

1.

Readlzig

11

^10,090

C.15,800 (3)

2.

Camden

6

9,825

12,256 (7)

0.

Trenton

5

9,723

4.

Igmn

17

9,214

5.

Evansville

18

8,468

8,468 (14)

6.

Hew Bedford

10

7,150

7,150 (18)

7.

Gary

20

6,853

8.

Knoxville

15

6,769

9.

Long Beach

2

6,508

16,270 (2)

10.

Seattle

1

6,331

12,660 (6)

11.

Erie

7

6,000

8,000 (16)

12.

Wichita

12

5,950

9,917 (10)

18.

Fort Wayne

9

5,540

14.

H

16

5,512

7,874 (17)

15.

Salt Lake City

8

4,997

9,994 (9)

16.

Spokane

8

3.832

8.682 (12)

17.

Duluth

19

3,448

8,620 (13)

18.

Tacoma

14

3,014

7,009 (19)

19.

Miami

18

2,566

20.

Jacksonville

4

2,459

Paso
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9,728 (11)
10,520 (8)

13,706 (4)
8,461 (15)

18,467 (1)

12,830 (5)
4,918 (20)

95,

T.VJ'jf

T'*1

<r*

'"7% ■"i
‘î '»
]L9.:.j""i/4
)I - . u *k^

V.-.*» Frr-ltri

............... ..... .

1«

r.i

Tat'\l

0

9.A0

F1>13V^0^’0 (1)

2#

Taoooa

14

JL},7C>

£,001*000 (0)

0#

riao^rvllle

10

ly.oo

£,DC.'O*0Q0 (2)

4*

".vrjjiavH i e

10

21.00

£*lCij*600 (4)

5.

Lichlta

12

21.00

£*722*600 (5)

6*

Fort ■iiyno

9

S6.Û0

5*000*OCO (7)

7#

:i

16

27.00

2*703*000 iO)

e«

kJiiXt .iJ'i'iîj.©

8

£9.00

4*000*000 (1 )

9#

Cary

20

£4.00

5,496*000 (8)

10.

Jaohoo. ivllla

4

54.00

4*458*500 ill)

11.

iîoattle

1

56.00

11*847*000 (18)

12.

3>iluth

19

50.00

5*910*000 (9)

13.

Frio

7

45.00

5*160*000 (12)

14.

Heading

11

48.00

5*117*452 (12)

15.

LoriiS

2

51.00

7,047*999 (15)

16.

Trenton

Ô

66.00

6*804*043 (14)

17.

Kev^ De&fora

10

73.00

8*£35*C00 (16)

10.

ïîianl

13

81.00

8*933*ro: (17)

6

1.2.Ü0

10*007*025 (19)

Iv.
Xÿim (17) —

Pebts not ©0£:rei^:atcd, but iaolud el .1th city 4e«t
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TABLE
LSEIOTH OF SCHOOL TERM
19S3-S4

Rank

City

Hiiraher

Days

1*

Reading

11

195

2.

Trenton

5

191

Zm

Fort V/ayne

9

190

3.

Erie

7

190

5.

Seattle

1

189

5.

Camden

6

189

7.

Hew Bedford

10

187

e.

Lynn

17

185

8.

Duluth

19

185

8

180

14

180

3

180

10.

Spokane

10.

Tacoma

10.

Salt Lake City

10.

Gary

20

180

14.

Knoxville

15

179

15.

Wichita

12

178

16.

Miami

15

175

16.

El Paeo

16

175

18.

Evansville

18

173

19.

Jaoksonville

4

160

Wot ReportIns;

Long Beach (S).
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TABLE XXII î
COMPLETE SCHOOL BUDGET
1322-33

Rank

City

Humher

Budget

1.

Seattle

1

05,626,805.19

2.

Long BeaoH

2

4,054,124.61

3.

Reaaing

11

2,784,166.66

4.

Salt Lake City

3

2,600,000.00

5.

Erie

7

2,541,000.00

6.

Trenton

5

2,347,448.00

7.

Duluth

19

2,247,410.87

8.

Camden

6

2,109,503.00

9.

Port Wayne

9

1,853,712.00

10.

Vi/lohita

12

1,829,643.00

11.

Ta 00 ma

14

1,623,905.00

12.

Spokane

8

1.611.471.20

13.

Jaoksonville

4

1,470,030.00

14.

Lynn*

17

1,461,713.78

15.

Miami

13

1,326,370.00

16.

j2vanaville

18

1,306,382.03

17.

Hew Bedford*

10

1,200,000.00

18.

Knoxville

15

987,024.54

19.

El Paso

16

860,000.00

TTnt Reporting: Gary (20.
*'
figured on a sdhool year laasls.
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TABLS

XXIV

COST OF ALL HIGH SCHOOLS

Rs.nk

_____________

Humber

Total Cost

!•

Seattle

1

CE,065,645.41

2#

Long Boa oh,

2

1,945,248.67

3.

Trenton

5

940,223.00

4.

Fort Wayne

9

932,700.00

5.

Duluth

19

912,672.32

6.

Salt Lake City

3

896,222.88

7.

Erie

7

880,530.15

8.

Wlohita

12

730,823.00

9.

Lynn

17

718,834.97

10.

Reading

11

697,745.49

11.

Tacoma

14

694,610.20

12.

Miami

13

639,244.66

13.

Srokane

8

579.169.90

14 .

Gary

20

492,658.68

15.

Evansville

18

434,302.84

16,

Hew Bedford

10

330,242.86

17.

Camden

e

267,783.73

18.

21 Paeo

16

251,172.61

Wot ReDortlng:

Jaoksonville (4); and Knoxville (15).
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ÎCABLID
ST3ÎI0R HIGH SCHOOL COSTS
19S2-S3

Rank

City

ITamher

Total Cost

X#

Seattle

1

$1,640,014.68

2#

Long Beach

2

894,448.80

3.

Fort Yfayne

9

690,000.00

4#

Spokane

£

494.579.58

5#

Gary

20

492,648.68

6#

Salt Lake City

3

462,814.39

7#

Evansville

18

434,302.34

8#

Miami

13

403,672.66

9.

Lynn

17

372,600.00

10.

Erie

7

371,562.88

11#

IJu-luth

19

370,691.12

12.

Wichita

12

366,261.00

13#

Trenton

5

361,474.32

14#

Tacoma

14

320,719.42

15.

Reading

11

272,783.29

16#

El Paso

16

251,172.61

17#

Camden

6

238,945.23

18.

Reg Bedford

10

160,692.86

Wot Reporting:

Jaoksonville (4); and Knoxville (15)#
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TABLE XXVI
JUIÎIOR HIGH SCHOOL COSTS
19S2-S3

Rank

____________ City

Rumher

Total Cost

1.

Long Beach

2

^1,050,799.87

2.

Trenton

5

578,748.68

3.

Duluth

19

541,981.20

4.

Erie

7

508,967.27

5.

Salt Lake City

3

432,408.49

6.

Seattle

1

425,630,73

7.

Reading

11

424,962.20

8.

Taooina

14

373,890.88

9.

Wichita

12

364,562.00

10.

Lynn

17

346,234.97

11.

Fort Wayne

9

242,700.00

12.

Miami

13

235,572.00

10.

Hew Bedford

10

169,550.00

14.

Spokane

8

85.591.83

15.

Camden

6

28,830.50

TTnt Rftportin^J

—

--- ^

^

Jaoksonville (4); ICnozvllle (16); il Paso (16);
Evansville (18); and Gary (20).
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TAHIZ

XXV il

TILIir^ITAIlY SaiOOL C03T3
1922-S3

Rank

______

oity ... ......

BumBer

Total Cost

Xo

Seattle

1

4)2,787,842.46

2*

Lon^ Be a oh.

2

1,321,878.90

3.

Fort V/ajm©

9

1,308,257.90

4.

Camden

6

1,225,158.14

&«

Salt lake City

3

1,212,291.97

6.

Trenton

5

1,938,354.45

7.

Duluth

19

997,423.80

8.

Gary

20

953,684.64

9.

SDokane

È

846.326.32

XO.

Evansville

18

786,735.18

IX*

Reading

11

762,193.00

X2.

?/ichita

12

702,167.96

13.

lil Paso

16

684,991.05

14.

lliami

13

667,285.70

13.

Erie

7

659,037.50

16.

Taooma

14

659,037.50

17.

Hew Bedford

10

638,480.00

18.

lyna

17

562,614.81

So'fc R e p o r t J a o k s o n v i X X e

(4){ aiicl KnoxviXXe (5)»
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TABLE
AVERAGE DAILY ATTEHDa UCE IH HIGH SCHOOLS
1932-33

Rank

City

Hmaber

All

Sohools

1,

Seattle

1

21,851.5

2.

Long Beachi

2

10,961

8.

Salt Lake City

3

10,892.03

4,

Miami

6,

Fort Wayne

6,

Taooma

7.

13

9,106

9

9,000

14

8,922

Erie

7

8,703

8,

Jacksonville

4

8,114

9.

Wichita

12

7,869

10.

Duluth

19

7,826.67

11.

Lynn

17

7,253

12.

Trenton

5

7,203

13.

Reading

11

6,831

14.

Spokane

e

15.

Gary

20

4,813

16.

New Bedford

10

4,686

17.

Knoscville

15

4,645

18.

Camden

19.

Evansville

18

3,879

20.

El Paso

16

3,133.1

6

6.382.38

4,544.5

R eproduced with perm ission o f the copyright owner. F urther reproduction prohibited w itho ut perm ission.

lOi.

TABLE
AVEEIAGE

XXX

daily attendance

in

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1932-33

Rank

City

Numher

Senior E i ^ Schools

1.

Seattle

1

16,848.2

2*

Fort Wayne

9

6,000

3.

Spokane

8

5.420.89

4.

Salt Lake City

3

5,103.82

5.

Long Beaoh

2

5,040

6*

Gary

20

4,813

7.

Miami

13

4,418

8.

Taooma

14

4,136

9.

Jacksonville

4

3,926

10.

Evansville

18

3,879

11.

Dolttth.

19

3,788.36

12.

Erie

7

3,692

13.

lynn

17

3,450

14.

Wichita

12

3,423

15.

EX Paso

16

3,133.1

16.

Trenton

5

2,647

17.

Reaiing

11

2,353

18.

Knoxville

15

2,187

19.

New Bedford

10

2,186

20.

Camden

6

1,929
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TABLE XXXI
AVERA as DAILY ATTENDANCE IN JUNIOR HICK SCHOOLS
19S2-S3

Rank

City

Number

Junior High Sohools

1.

Long Beaoh

2

5,921

2.

Salt Lake City

3

5,788.21

3.

Erie

7

5,011

Seattle

1

5,003.3

5«

Taooma

14

4,786

6*

Miami

13

4,688

7.

Trenton

5

4,556

8.

Reading

11

4,478

9.

Wichita

12

4,446

4

4,188

10.

Jacksonville

11.

Duluth

19

4,038.31

12.

Lynn

17

3,803

13.

Fort Wayne

9

3,000

14.

Camden

6

2,615.5

15.

New Bedford

10

2,500

16.

Knoxville

15

2,458

17.

Snokane

Not Reporting;

8

961.49

El Paso (16); Evansville (18); and Gary (20).
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TABLE

ICxXIÎ

AVERAGE DAILY ATTrjn>AIÎCE ÎIÎ ELI3IS1ÎTARY SCHOOLS
1932-33

Bank

City

Hiimher

Elementary Schools

le

Seattle

1

33,824,3

2.

Salt Lake City

3

20,127.71

3.

Jacksonville

4

19,394

4e

Fort Wayne

9

17,531

5e

Miami

13

16,796

6e

Camden

7e

6

14,602.6

El Paso

16

10,641.4

8e

Gary

20

13,089.7

9.

Knoxville

15

10,082.

lOe

Spokane

lie

Hew Bedford

12.

Trenton

13,

Dnlnth

14,

Long Beach.

16,

8

11.959.37

10

11,500

5

11,038

19

11,232.26

2

11,230

Wichita

12

10,441

16,

Evansv ille

18

10,034

17,

Reading

11

9,911

18.

Erie

7

9,622

19,

Taooma

14

9,586

20.

lynn

17

8,069
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TABLE

III

TEACHERS aiPLOYED IE
SEHIOH iUTD JUEIOR HIGÏÏ ilEI> ELKtJÎÎTARy SCHOOLS
1922-38

Rank

City

Humber

Teachers

1.

Seattle

1

1680

2»

Salt Lake City

3

845

8.

Long Beaoh

2

820

4.

Ihiluth

19

746

6.

Jaoksonville

4

745

6.

Camden

6

695

7.

Spokane

8

627.5

8.

Trenton

5

613

9.

Knoxville

15

607

10.

Fort Wayne

9

603

11.

Erie

7

600.5

12.

Tacoma

14

672

13.

Eew Bedford

10

645

14.

EL Paso

16

540

15.

Gary

20

527

16.

Wichita

12

505

17.

lynn

17

498

18.

Reading

11

437

19.

Evansville

18

417

Eot Reporting:

Miami (13)
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TmciLim'j n£?L0Y;j3 ï2î .a*t*
X9;5i:-;53

Rank

-

C i t y ...... .

high

nciiooLS

Humber

Teachers

1.

Seattle

1

729

2.

Long Beadh

2

480

0.

Dalnth

19

395

4.

Erie

7

316.SO

5.

Fort Vioyne

9

294

Ô.

Jackionvill#

4

£89

7.

Tacoma

14

284

8.

Trenton

&

267

9 .

Salt Lake City

Z

265

17

253

10.

Lynn

IX.

Spokane

B

12.

\^lchita

12

203

13.

Gary

20

198

14.

OaoMlen

6

183

18.

Knoxville

18

180

16.

Bew Bedford

10

168

17.

Reading

11

152

18.

Evansville

18

119

19.

El Paso

16

120

Hot Reporting;

Hlami (13).
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TABLE

JIV

TEfkCHERS J2IPL0YZD lîJ SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
1922-33

Rank

City

Number

Teachers

1.

Ssattlo

1

562

2,

Long Beach.

2

225

B.

Spokane

8

189

4.

Fort Wayne

9

172

Ô»

Salt Lake City

3

160

6*

Wichita

12

142

7.

Erie

8.

Duluth

9.

Jacksonville

7

136.25

19

136

4

131

10.

Gary

20

127

11.

Tacoma

14

127

12.

23. Paso

16

120

13.

Evansville

18

119

14.

Lynn

17

118

15.

Camden

6

96

16.

Reading

11

96

17.

Knoxville

15

90

18.

Trenton

5

89

19.

New Bedford

10

75

Wot Reporting:

Miami (13).
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TA;,L.:
'p-iw. il -l:o

Rtiîife

-,

I

D IÎÎ /i.CTii,
1902-00

;
+

1

X/••T r
a L

^
V ^ m 4»

uuX0>

Tea^.:hr.rn

y'Àty.

laifiTijer

1.

1*0110 2oach

B

£55

2m

3alt Txîkc Oity

0

205

z#

”rl©

7

180.3

4.

Treaton

0

176

5.

Coattie

1

167

6»

iohita

12

160

19

159

4

158

____________

......- ............................

7.

I'-jLliith

8.

JiiClcDonvllle

9.

Tajona

14

157

10,

Iteallng

11

156

11.

lyan

17

155

12.

Fort ..ayne

9

122

10.

île*.*? B@ai'or4

10

93

14.

rnoxville

15

90

15,

Cauidea

6

87

16,

Gary

20

71

17.

V.'-o1zi!.ne

TTfit ’Report lAri

e

50.0

m m

i:iaml (13); 21 Far.o (1C )5 tnii OvancvIlle (16),
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TABLE z .IVII
T m c iiE R s nrpLQ YEB I Î Î ;zL Jii!2îT A ;:y y jiio o L S

19;^C-23

Rank

City

Imiaber

Teachers

1.

Beattie

1

915

2.

Salt Lake City

3

680

3.

Camden

6

512

4.

Jacki^ionvllle

4

456

6.

ÎInoxv Ille

15

427

6.

HL Paso

16

420

7.

3 ,:okane

8

8.

UQ\y Bedford

10

377

9.

Dalath.

19

351

407.9

10.

Trenton

5

346

11.

Long Beach

2

340

12.

Gary

20

329

13.

Fort Wayne

14.

l.'icliita

12

302

15.

Evansville

18

298

16.

Tacoma

14

288

17.

Reading

11

286

18.

Erie

7

19.

Lynn

17

Estimated.
Tcro-fe Reporting;;

9

*

Miami (13)
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309’*'

283.5
245

11-:.

t a b l e ::--" v i i i

rUPIL3 PEB TEACHER IH CJBIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Fank

-.

>'ity

îîumoer

Senior Kigii
School Load

1.

C;j.Lîâ.ea

6

20

2.

Long Boa ell

2

22

3.

Evansville

18

24

3.

I’
jaoxv ille

15

24

3.

Wxciiita

12

24

6.

Reading

11

25

7.

2 1 Paso

16

26

8.

Erie

7

27

9.

Sr'okane

8

28

9.

3>aluth

19

28

11.

Jacksonville

4

29

11.

Seattle

1

29

11.

Lynn

17

29

11.

Kev/ Bedford

10

29

If).

Tronton

5

30

16.

Ta 0orna

14

22

16.

Salt Lake City

3

32

18.

Fort V/ayne

9

35

19^

Gary

20

38

W o t Roportlr^:

Kiami (13).
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TiUiLE

XXXIX

PUPIL3 PEE TZ&JILXl IH JUHIOH HIGH SCHOOLS

RcMik

____

____

Tiooft

ü l t y ____________

1.

ïïronton

6

22

2*

Long Beaelx

2

23

3.

Luluth

19

25

3.

Fort Wayne

9

25

6*

JacksonvlUe

4

27

5*

Hevj Bedford

10

27

5.

Kno 2cvtll©

IS

27

6*

Salt Lake City

3

28

8*

Zi'ie

7

28

8.

mcHlta

12

28

8.

lornn

17

28

12*

ReuCing

11

29

12.

Spokane

3

1C.

Camden

6

30

1C.

Seattle

1

30

1C.

Tacoua

14

30

Ni^t Reüortlng; - Kla.nl (18); El Paso (16)| Evansville (18);
and Gary (SO)*
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TABLE
PUPILS PER ÏHAOH ':k ITT IXEîÆJlîTikRY SCHOOLS

luxuk

City

Suiuoer

Load

1«

Oamaen

6

28

d*

Sî?okane

8

29

3.

Knoxv ille

15

30

3.

Hew Bedford

10

30

Om

IXLLutli

19

32

iim

El Paso

16

32

Y.

I<yim

17

33

V.

Tacoma

14

33

Y.

Trenton

5

33

10*

Long Beaoh

8

34

lu.

Evansville

18

34

lu.

Erie

7

34

13.

Heading

11

36

13.

Vïlchita

12

35

1Ô.

Seattle

1

36

lb.

Salt Lake City

3

37

IV.

Gary

20

39

IB.

Jacksonville

4

42

ly.

Fort «^ayne

9

57

TTot Reporting:

Miami (13)
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TAJ3L2
PER CAPITA COST OF SJÎTIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
19S2-S3

Rj..rAk

Cost

Woratoer

1.

Long Beaoh

2

0177.47

2.

Trenton

5

136.56

Sâm

Camelen

6

123.87

4.

Fort uayne

9

115.00

5.

Evansvllle

18

111.96

6«

Viich.it a

12

107.00*

7.

Reading

11

115.93

8#

I@mn

17

108.00*

9.

Gary

20

102.36

10.

Erie

7

100.64

11.

Buluth

18.

Seattle

IS.

Miami

14.

19

97.85*

1

97.40

13

91.37

Spokane

8

91 .24

IS.

Salt Lake City

3

90.68

16.

n

16

80.17

17.

Tacoma

14

77.57

18*

JSew Bedford

10

73.51

*

Paso

Figures in douht.

wnt Reporting:

Jacksonville (4)| and Knoxville (15).
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TABLE XLII
PER CAPITA CObT OF JUHIOR illOH SCHOOL ^UPILS
1952-33

Rank

City

Humber

Cost

1.

Long Beach

8

#77.47

2.

Trenton

5

127.03

8.

Camden

6

110.26

Biiluth

19

103.42

7

101.57

6.

Erie

6.

Reading

11

94.90

7.

Lynn

17

90.99

8.

Snokane

JB

89.02

9.

Seattle

1

85.07

10.

Wichita

12

82.00

11.

Fort Wayne

9

80.90

12.

Salt Lake City

3

78.16

18.

Tacoma

14

78.08

14.

Rew Bedford

10

67.82

15.

Miami

13

50.25

16.

El Paso

16

46.16

Not Reportin,î?:
^
^

Jacksonville (4); ^ oxvllle (15)j i.Vansville
(18); and Gary (20).
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TABLE : L I U
PEH CAPITA COSTS OF LLEIMTAIO’ PUPILS
1932-23
ss:
Rank

City

Num’oer

Cost

1*

Long Beach.

2

si125.43

2.

Trenton

5

91.67

0#

Duluth

19

88.80

4*

Evansyllle

18

84.43

5.

Camden

6

82.90

6.

Seattle

1

81.84

7.

Fort V^ayne

9

80.90

8.

Reading

11

79.38

9.

Suokane

6

74.65

10.

Uichlta

12

72.00

11.

Gary

20

72.85

12.

Lynn

17

69.49

10.

Erie

7

69.35

14.

Ta 00 ma

14

68.75

15.

Salt Lake City

3

60.23

16.

Ne?? Bedford

10

55.52

16

51.40

13

40.19

17.
18.

Hot Reporting;

1 Paso
Miami

Miami (12) and ICnoxvlll© (15)
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TAÎiVî "LIV
szinoR Kl CH LiJiiooL T 'AGHii'::* rAxiinjîi
19i52-S4

Rank

City

1.

Trenton

2.

Oary

2.

Camden

4.

Tynn

Ü.

Long Beach

6,

ITtmber

rar.lrram ‘
J'.lary

S

C3,600

20

3,510

6

3,500

17

3,200

2

3,000

lllaml

IB

2,700

V.

IHiluth

19

2,450

8.

'irle

7

2,400

8.

Fort »ayne

9

2,400

10

2,232

3

2,076

14

1,611

1

1,000

15

1,765

10.

Hew Bedford

11.

Salt lake City

12.

faooma

10.

Seattle

14.

Knozvllle

10.

S'Dokane

Q

1.612

16.

K1 T.iiiO

16

1,353

Wot Reiaortln^fa
^

Jaoksonvllle (4); Reading (Xl)$ i.icîaita (1^);
and Ev£insvllle U B j .
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IV #

TA3L ■ XLV #
SFitlOR HIGH 3 0LÎ00L T;^
TiS » AVfTLvO .
19^3-34

Rank ___ ____________C i t y ______ ___

HuraLer

Average Salary

5

1:2,653

Xynn

17

2,416

0.

Reading

11

2,264

4.

TJiohita

12

2,187

5.

Frie

7

2,026

6.

Baluth

19

1,900

7.

Fort v.ayne

9

1,900

8.

3?vani:ville

18

1,700

9.

JaokoonvlXXe

4

1,697

10#

Salt Lake City

3

1,676

XX#

Knoxville

15

1,557

IB.

Spokane

8

1.555

13#

El Paso

16

1,200

1.

Hot

Trenton

Seattle (X); long Leaoh (2)2 Camden (6);
Heim Bedford (10); Miami (13); Tacoma (14);
and Gary (BO )•
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IL^.

TABLE XLVI

GiUaOR nirn .,11 >;L ? ■
.

'

^

Ç

'TT' H,

./

X ■.’
■

Rr.nk

Cltjr

I?T.mber

1#

Long lïcaoh

S

,1,900

2,

Trenton

5

1,800

0.

Fort 9ayn®

e

1,800

<1#

Xyna

17

1,400

!>•

Frie

?

1,400

G.

îleiv I.ediOrd

10

1,LG0

7.

LVane ville

18

1,010

0.

Seattle

1

1,100

0#

rnoxvllle

18

1,071

miath

19

1,080

8

967

16

819

3

810

10.
11.
12.

LI

10.

Halt La1:e elty

Fi'}?.r
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in.

TABLE _ v'll
JimiOR HIGH SCHOOL TE/kCHER3’ IIAZBIOM SAL/UIIES
1933-ÏJ4

Rank

City

KujnBer

Ifepclonini Salary

1.

Trenton

5

Cî3,200

2.

Reading

n

3,100

0.

(3ary

20

3,000

3«

Long Beach

2

3,000

5.

Camden

6

2,800

6.

lynn

17

2,600

7.

Ihiluth

19

2,100

8.

Erie

7

2,050

9.

Salt Lake City

3

1,956

10

1,908

10.

Uew Bedford

11.

Fort Wayne

9

1,850

12.

Seattle

1

1,800

13.

Knoxville

15

1,785

14.

Sookane

8

1.612
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TABLE XLVIII
JUHIOR HIGH SCHOOL Tlii-CHERS» AVERAGE SALARIES
19 S3-54

Rank

City

Rumher

Average Salary

5

$2,067

lynn

17

2,014

8.

Reading

11

1,891

4.

*<iehita

12

1,863

6.

Fort Wayne

9

1,600

19

1,592

1.

Trenton

2.

6.

-Duluth

7.

Jacksonville

4

1,500

8.

Salt Lake City

3

1,462

9.

Snokane

8

1,438

15

1,387

10.

Knoxville

Hot Report.lng:

(13)-' ^
Tacoma (14); El Paso (16); Evansville (18);
and Gary (20).
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TABL2 XXIX
JUNIOR HIGH 3CH00X lEAGHURS' MINCIOII SALARIES
19Sb-S4

Rank

City

_

Nnmher

Mini Emm Salary

1.

long Beach

2

$1,900

2.

Trenton

5

1,500

2.

Camden

6

1,600

4.

Gary

20

1,400

4.

Fort Wayne

9

1,400

6.

Lynn

17

1,200

7.

Seattle

1

1,100

7.

Erie

7

1,100

9.

New Bedford

10

1,098

10.

Knoxville

15

1,071

11.

Spokane

8

967

12.

Salt Lake City

0

810

Not Reporting:

Jaclcsonvip.e (4); R e a d ^ g (ll)î Wichita (12);
Miami (12); Tacoma (14); hi Paso (16);
SJvansvlllo (18); and Daluth (19 )#
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1.

TABLH

L

EIÆZÆ3TTARY TEAGirJ^RS» ÎÎÀXIirUÎ'î SAIulRISS

iyg;i-;54

Rank

Cit.T__

_

_ Kum’oer

Maximum Salary

1.

Gary

20

0 2592

2.

Lynn

17

2500

B.

Lon^ Beach

2

2450

4.

Tren ton

5

2400

5*

Doluth

19

2300

6*

Camden

6

2100

7.

Reading

11

1980

8.

Salt Lake City

3

1890

9.

%rie

7

1800

10.

Fort V'iayne

9

1650

11.

Dv ansville

18

1620

12.

3PC leane

8

1612

13.

Wev*' Bedford

10

1684

14.

Knoxville

15

1377

15.

SL Paso

16

1211

Wot ReportIng:
^

Seattle (1){ Jacksonville (4)} V/iehlta (12);
Miami (12); and Tacoma (14).
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'L'*
TAIilLK Z
'irza .ÎÎTA T

X9S2-34

.[Lvrraf.e

........ C i t y .......

X«%uaUc2.*

U.'1@

7

v 1747

Urn

Lynn

17

1730

3*

Vjiohita

IB

1710

4.

Trenton

&

1679

h*

Heading

11

1674

6.

Duluth

19

1500

?.

Fort Viayne

9

1450

6*

Evansv H i e

18

1390

9.

S*30kane

8

1348

10.

Salt Lake City

3

1313

11*

Jacksonville

4

1100

IB*

Knoxville

15

1077

13*

ICI Paso

16

940

îî^Ànlc
1#

Hat Reporting:

L.

..euttlo (].);
Beaoh (2)l Camden (6)j
3
Set/ Bedford (10); Miami (13); Tacoma (14);
and Gary (BO)*
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t a :ït.T'- l u

.OH 71:0* MINIMUM

Timk

City

r>
r,
•KT*kl
X-

'lE-J

îîura'ber

txtiKAja S.3.1ary

Caffificn

6

C1400

Lone Beach

2

1350

3#

Fort V.'ayne

9

1200

4«

Trenton

5

1100

6*

Oary

20

1080

6.

lynn

17

1000

7#

Brio

7

1000

8

Hev; Belt’or4

10

900

£

893

18

810

#

810

Buluth

19

800

13.

Knoxville

15

800

14.

11 Taso

16

676

1#

2

.

.

9.

10

.

.
12 .
11

S-!'oV‘.ino
Evansville
Salt Lake City

Seattle (1) t Jacksoavilia (4); Reu<2 in^ (I
Miami (13) I and Tacoma (14
v.lotilta (12
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7 1II
T T Â t^ A T îo îT c ?

F ./7 '!

v tr

or oonnmrullve rtuAy, a llet of r'^rroeontatlvo citI08 W'--s eonplleÆ»

’^«oanro 'fMSÎtiino

a

of

115, S14 in 1950, it TTti;- dr»olAed to inolua© on tho list t.ll
cities In the United ’tates having a fopulation of not
lees than 100,000 or roro than 150,000.
hofi dee "’poîtane fell within these limits,

'.liirty-one cities
'lieeo cities,

located in 14 different ctatoe, represent all sections of
the t'nltod ftatoe except the ..ookj "■owntt.ln region.
In addition to the 51 cities already mentioned, sev
en others were Incluled cn the llet.

They were

eattlc,

ashlngtoni Portland, Oreron; hong leach, California;
Tj&Vo City, TTt&h;
anl Trent

nlla

alia,

alls, ’’ontajm,

acMngton;

-olao, Ida>o;

The firct four of there nr®

typical cities of states lying close to the ctute of
Infton,

alt lake City and Tong leech are not

than 13>,000.

alt

ao'-

larger

Hie lart three are t^Tical of the oorrinnity

of medium sise In the three northreetern etatos.
letter vt r rent to each of the cities on the com
plot© lletfCO in all) aficlnf for (1) a copy of tho rerort
of the school *51strict for the retool year of l‘
J.*.’- 3, (

L, copy of the eohool budget fer the school yo*>r of 195h-54,
tnî (3) a

00

y of the of.l&ry e chad ale for ©rployeee of the
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eohooX Jlfrtrlot»

It wnr folt th&t thlc mtorlcl r : l m * ^ o

the eenain^ of a qxiartlonnolro tmnecorcary.

At leart. It

wae t,oT5oa that en^r quortloxmalro cent oonld be
brief,

puto

vnrj

'>.'onty«*rivo oltloa respoicidefl to the rrf^n8(*t Ter re»

rorto and noet of the

volimteered to fiimich more data

upon roqueet,
' careful ctud/ of the r&terlul received proved that
further tnfonmtlon mould he noedel,

':onoequently, a one»

pare quofttlonnelre w* o pr©fared and nailed to oï^oh of the
35 cities that had eonpllcd vlth the firrt requeet,

n,le

time 15 refllee, practically ocnplote, were received,

The

final Morkln? list, Icoludin/T* Spokane, contained 20 cit
ies*
Table 1711 contains the narco of the 20 cities erranpod In order accordin'» to their rlr.o.

In all the tableu

follo*7ln» Table tVXI In Chapter 7ÎÎ, the rank of the city
in Table XVII le upcd as the ntuiher of the city,

n u o hoe

been done In order to pcrrlt rapid Idontl flcation of cltlcn
from one table to another,
Gccrral r^tatn'^ent about Table©
The fl mrce u^ed in this comparative ctudy cio not opon to crltloion on the beele of A ct.

There flruxcs roro

suprlleA In ecfi oaee directly by the echool pyeten involv
ed from permanent roccrde of the eohool eye ton.
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The ctato-

129,

ment3 aro there fore free from personal opinion#

It is true

that in a few cases it was neoossery to do some simple
problems in arithmetic to arrive at facts not directly ask
ed for in the questionnaire*

In each case where this was

done# however# three persons checked the figures for poss
ible mistakes*
r^evertheless# the reeder le not to aesime that these
figuree used in the various tables indicate anything
than general tendencies*
hard and fast#

ore

The conoluslona drawn are not

The author himself would not be satisfied

to accept these conclusions as final without first spend
ing BOme tine in each of the 20 cities studying the sit
uation at first hand*
Area of the Cities
Table XVIII chows the area of each city studied ex
cept in five cacee where the information was not avail
able*

The mmllest area given was 7.25 eqmire mllee*

The largest area was 58*50 square miles.
falls at 23.33 square miles.

The mld-ecore

Spokane ranks tenth emong

the 15 cities listed with 40.37 square miles.

The nroa

of some of these cities is undoubtedly too larrr©.
most cases 20 square miles should be cuff!clont.

In
The

larger areas, of course# assure more room for the citiB©na f%nd may be s factor in health*

Cn the other hand

large areas within tho city limits ma^’* be due to use-
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JL*.

V.m

less and harmful real estate booms* larger areas are al
most oort&ln to oanee problems of expense and manag^iomont
In all phases of frovemniont*

These 'oroblema are usually

difficult to solve*
Taxable

oalth

Table XIX shows a vide variation In the taxation vi,lu&ticns of th? cities studied,

^’ifures ran^e from a high

of Î159*094,9.^8 at Seattle to a low of ^65,780,370 at Ta
coma,

"pohane ranks fifteenth with v70,8S2,3E8,

cities reported,

All 20

^uch a wide r a a ^ In values can be ac

counted for In ceveral ways.

There are probably several

factors to bo considered before an Investij^tor could be
certain Just why a certain city has a certain aeceseed
Trluatlon,

It would be interesting to investigate care

fully the real valuation of each city and the Biethod by
which the assessor arrived at the figures now used.

Table

Xtt might very well be listed as Txlilbit A In a care for

tax reform.
Table XX is e natural development frcn the preceding
table*

Table IX shows that Spokfuie ranks sixteenth in

the wealth behind each school child.

This would seen to

indicate that there ere more pupils attending Hrokme
public schools than are attending in some of tho other
cities studied#
IB true*

A glance at Table tX7iri chows that tils

.
‘Spokane ranks twelfth In average dally attend

ance for the whole eohool system*
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121.

Bonded Inde’btedness
Table Œ I ehowa that ‘
îfokano’s bonded Indobtednees ie
tho lowest £jTîon» tho 220 cities etudied.
lowest, but tho lowost by far.

It is not only the

The per capita Indebtedness

of 'îpokane is less than one fifteenth that of Ceiriden and
loss than one fourth that of JackeonTillo, which falls at
the mld-sccro.

Apparently some of the cities have spent

not wisely but too well.

The western cities are in a bet»

ter condition ^nerally in the matter of bondod indebted
ness than is the east,
lengrth of "-ohool Terms
Table ZXIÎ deals with the niuaber of days in the tern
In the cities studied,

Apparently there ie little varia

tion in the length of the school terms,

cpokane fêlle at

the mid-point with 160 days of actual school,
has the longest terms 195 days*
shortest term* 150 days.

Beading

Jacksonville has the

All tho cities but two Iiave 176

or more days in the school terra.

The southern cities

are uniformly at the bottom of the table.

This can be at

least partly exflained by climatic conditions.
School Costs
Table KXIII contains the total amounts budyeted by
the several cities for the school year of 1952-33,
ane ranks twelfth in this table with "1,700.000,
sum is slightly below the mid-ecore.

Spok
Tliis

The avers ye ema
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"budfcjtoâ for 19^,2-33 by the oitles etiiHed r/fis more tlmn
13*000,000.
SableB \XIY to (XVII incluelTe rhotild be studied to
gether#

They ehow the coets of the various day eohools

In et ch of the oitles studied#

.’'pokejie rtmks thirteenth

In ell high school ooste, but cones up to fourth In sen
ior high school coets#

This ie due to tvo factors#

In

tho first piece, the junior high schools of Spokane are
not handling very many pupils* see tables XXX end XXXI).
‘*poksne is next to last in junior high school costa and
actually last in junior high school attendance#

"pok-

ene, in the recond place, has been able to hold most of
its pupils in the high schools until graduation#
elementary school costs 'pokime la ninth#

In

This Is prac

tically the mid-score#
Attondanoe r:tatisties
The slsnifleant thing about school attendance fig
ures is that 'pofeme senior hiph school sttendance ranks
third and junior high attendance ranks last among the
cities studied#

These facts are brought out by tables

XXVIII to XXXII Inclusive#

:oet of Spokcme’s high school

load ie falling on the senior high schools.

"polcane

drops to fourteenth in total high school ettendanoe#

The

junior high school attendance in some of the other cities
iB unusually hi<h#
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Touchers Employed.
■^sblea XXXIII to XXXVII eliovp the ntcnher of teeohers
employed in each division of the dcty eohoole In the cit
ies studied*

TshXes XXXVIII to XL show the numb@y of

pupils per toiiCher in the various schools of the 20 cit
ies*
rpokano ranks seventh in teachers employed*
are 627*5 teachers in all ^nokane day schools*
schools employ 407*9 of these teachers*

There
The [;rade

This plaoee

npokane seventh in jrrade teachers employed,

'pokene is

third in senior hifh school teacher© employed vrith 109,
Junior hirh eohool teacher© in Spoken© nuriber 30,5, plac
ing Spokane eeventeenth in this respect.
If the fi:mr©B in tables XXXVIII to XL are correct.
Spoken© teachers are not overworked*

Hie pupils per

teacher in Spoken© are 23 In the senior hifh school, ZO
in the junior high school, end 29 in the elementary
school*

Th© l o e e t senior hl(h school load Is 20, at

Camden,

Ihe highest senior high school load Is 33, at

Cary,

The junior high school load varies from 22 et

Trenton to 30 at Seattle, Camden, fjad Taoom,

The grade

school load is 28 at Canden end 57 at Tort ,;ayne,
school teaching loads seem to approximate 30*

righ

Trade

eohool standards apparently are not flmtly fixed.

The

average grade school load, however, i© close to 35 per
teacher*
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ier Capita Coet@
fairest omit of meaeure In comparing coete of eâuoatlon 1 e per capita coot *

"Zhie is fimired on the aver-

arc daiiy attendance of the eohoole etudied*

It nuet not

he forgotten that a eohool havini» a longer tern v^lll per
haps have higher per capita coets because of tlio extra
days of echooling offered*
Ter capita costs are shorn in tables ZLt to XLIII in
clus Ive*

Zpokfino ranks fourteenth in senior high school

per capita costs a^'ong 18 cities*

In junior hl^^h school

per capita coats, 'Spokane is eighth among 13 cities*

In

grade eohool costs, Zpokane ranks ninth among 18 cities
reporting*

For tho cities reporting, the average per cap

ita cost in the senior high school ie .!l05. In the junior
high school *93, and in the elementary school v71*
ane senior high school per capita cost is

"pok-

01*34, junior

high school per capita cost "89*02, and elomentary school
per capita cost "74*35*
'Zettchers* Salaries
Tables 11IV to III contain te^chore* salary statis
tics*
ed*

Average* Pu-xirQum, end ninimum figures ere includ
Average salary fipures may not tell the real story

of teachers* p«y#

Often, length of service on the pi.rt

of the staff and other fa ctors are unknown*

In Spoke ne,

for instance, the average age of the te^ chers employed is
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close to 50.

'oat of the toachore emnloyod. are t*t tho

Irmim raleri^,

Thlra reanlto in a hlrh avei^ag]@ salary ti.nl nay

glvo the lffi,proon-ioTi thst

are "better than they are#

toao'iOi’â* salarie a are i m l f o m l y low, aocord-

Ing: to the eelerlee paid in other oltlea of the same size#
The comparative study of salaries rhovs that Fipokene senior
high school teachers r^.te as follows :
maximum sal p ry of î=!po3tana nenlor hl^h school

1*

teachers Is '1*512,

This ranks Spokane as nnmber 15 of 15

cltleo reporting,
2,

The average ralary of >oksine cenlor hlrh rohool

teachers Is ?l,5r>5*

This ranks 3poktne rr? 15 of 15 report

ing*
3*

The minimum salary of Spokane conlor high school

teachers Is v9S7,

This ranks ^pokme as 11 of 13 report

ing*
ipokane Junior high school teachers* r& te as follows,
according to tho comparative study flrorosï
1,

The maximum

teachers ie %1,613,

lary of 'pokane junior high school
This r4.-nks 'pokane as number 14 of 14

reporting*
2,

Tho averago salary

toHohors is Cl,438,

of "pokane junior high school

This places Spokane at number 9 of 10

reporting*
3,

The mlnlmuBi ealar^,' of Rpckc.nc junior high school

teacher© is C957*

This places "pokccne at number 11 of 12
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17C

reporting,
"pokane ôls:r.aatary teac'nors rat<s ac folio-b, sooording- to

thecomparative study figures3

1#

*neï/iaxiï'iiua &alary of Spokane grade

ere Is ^1,612,

eohool teach—

Thle rt.nks ipokane oe number 12 of 15 cit

ies reporting,
2,

Theavertira calary of Spokane ^ a d e

school teachers

Is $1,340,This places npokane as number 9 of 13

cities

re porting,
3.

The minimum calary of rpokane grade school teachers

ifi CS92*

This rslaoes Spokane

v.o number 0 of 14 cities re

porting,
'uu’tmary
ipokane ranked as number 8 in population,

Population

is not an indication of preat wealth or of ununuol ability
to p^y for a school cyrtem,

?>y récapitulât!ng the fjpcta

from the tables, however, a fairly oomprehonel ve plcturo
of Spokane educationally is prerented,
. The Avera'r^e number of cities listed in each table is
1 3 ,8 ,

The overage rank of r>pokano in the whole compara

tive study is 10,14,

This is not far behind the rank of

the city in population.
The author hue made six olaesificatiens from tbs var
ious tables.

These can be arbitrarily called iittondance.

Teachers, Valuation, Costs, irea, end

al&rles,

Tndor each
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heuûîng can b© euiraiK rijs©d the ranking of oil tables âeoliRj» TfTluii that phui=0 of tho study.

Tho so guj.Tim.rleo are

ooneidcred briefly belowï
'-l3C tt^bles deal rith attendance.
3pcirac.o In there slz averag^ps 11*

The r^nk of

The overare nuinber of

cities reporting ie ID.
-?.*■-3'

%

i.l^ht table*" deal with tewclior in Tormat ion*

".he r^r-k of 'poTrf.ne ie 8.5.

The number of oltler

-oport-

ing wvera^ed 18.
hU \TICIT 8

Three tableo deal rith valm tion.

i nk ie 11.

pokano’e

The averap© number of cities rerorting ir

over 19,
CC^'T^î
9.5,
"

nine tabler doal vlth costp,

"pok&ne*e rgiik is

The eversipe number of oitles reporting ie la*
;

Only one tcbl© is Inolialed under area#

It aborr

Tpokano as nm'iber 10 of 15 cities repoxtlnf'.
]-lne tables deal vlth eaiarlee.

ipokt.ne's rink

le 11 of 13 oitles roportinjr.
There is practioally no vtiriation from the ceneral
rating of 10,14 for -pokane of 1G.8 cities enov^erlng in the
first five clar?eif1oa11 one .
difference noted,

Cnly in ealarios is any great

bpokano is consietcntly up to standard

la every respect except la the matter of solarlec to Its
teaching staff.
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0KAPT2E IX
i\UT) l'^CïTCLUBICJTS
•iîiis eu âvey of rising public

b o Ii o o I

was not made in oraer to pro vs anything.

costs in. Spokano
The first elm

of the Eurvey was to discover and arrange the available
material on the sub jeot.

The second aim was to study the

10 factors in the rising costs of education to see how
each of these had affected costs in cpokane.

Although

the author felt that these 10 factors might have much to
do with the increased cost of education in Spokane, the
survey was conducted without prejudice of any kind,
Growth of Gpokane
1.

The rapid growth of Spokane from a population

of 350 In 1680 to 115,514 in 1930 is the chief factor in
rapid growth cf attendance in the public schools of the
city.
3,

The phenomenal increase in wealth in Spokane

during the past 50 years indicates the ability of the
oommunity to pay for the public school system,

For ex

ample, the taxable wealth of the city increased from an
estimated CIO,000 in 1880 to en assessed 1*89,000,000 in
1930.
Increase in School Attendance
3.

From 1890 to 1950, the population of fpokane
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grew from 19,92â to 115,614, a gf=.iii of 465 per oentima.

Dur

ing the same period, the eve rage liail^ afctendance in the
publie schools increased from 1,150 to 19,179.48, e gain of
1566 per centum,

cpolmne was a frontier toT?n in 1890.

ly one person in 16 attended the public eohool s.

Cn

In 1930,

one parson in every sir: in tlio city ran attending the pub
lic schools.

4.

Average daily attendance in high school Increased

from 28 in 1890 to 5,422.70

in 1930.

This has been a big

factor in increasing costs.

In 1690,

only one

714 was attending high school.
was attending high school.
attending high school*

person in

In 1900, one perron in 97

In 1910, one person in 59 was

In 1919, one person in every 23

was aiitending high school, and in 1930 one person in every
19 was attending high school,
5.

The actual growth of high school attendance from

1090 to 1930 was 53,000 per con turn.
hi^

school costs has been from

The actual growth of

,2,000 in 1390 to |580,169

in 1930.

This is a gain of only 2 9,000 per centum,

.ap

parently,

efficiency has increased with inoroared at ucnd-

ancd.
6.

In 189Û, high school education v.ac so urimportant

that not even a record was kept of It,

In 1930, high

schools were handling 36 per oentum of all the
average daily attendance in

pupils in

."pokane.
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7,

rost-gradiiates have "been an impoitant factor in

high school costs since 1929*30,
years beginning with 1929-30,
post*-graduates registered#

Dnrlng each of the four

there have been about 300

In 1919-20, post-graduates

cost the school district about "0,089,50.
the cost ajucunted to ..35,004,

In 1929-30,

Althou^a the economies put

into affect by the schools has out the cost of post-grad
uate education in "pokane, it was still 027,372 in 1932-33,
8,

Oompulso ry attendance laws passed in 1909 have

aided in getting most of the eligible children into the
public schoolo,

The laws of 1909 provide that all children

between the ages of 8 and 18 must attend public or private
echools.

Children over 13 who are working are permitted to

attend a part-time school.

This law automatically added a

large number of children between 14 and 18 to the school
rolls,
length of School Term
9,

Since the early days of free public education in

Spokane> the length of the school term has been increased
to 10 months.
nine months.
months.

In 1889-90,
In 1907-08,

In 1919-20,

the length of the term was only
the term was lengthened to 9,5

the term, was lengthened to 10 months.

One would expect that an increase in the length of the
term would increase school costs in exact proportion.
This may not be true, but there can be no doubt that costs
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»r«-

b j eve ry eonelaerat>lo la e re # re In

the length of the eohool year.
that In IDIO"»!!

It I® interortin^ to note

ogjotii in 1S>3D«21 the tesohmre %er#

gr&ntei. mn iatjreare in p#y.

The

%yeekm In the term

e-er# peilheg-e only one fa®tor in the no# ealary feoele, hut
it wae a u l m i t i m a t one.
better Ti^lningr of Teaohere
lo.tlie Ifer® of m o

&eè definite EtaruUrds for the la-

oorslsg teeohere la the «okoole of ?cyehington.

in ordar

to he oertillei to temoh in the ^r&ie «chools. the neo
te&oher hn4 to «ara s two-ye«^r aorznl diplor*:,^* The new
high eahoel tojfiohar had to e&rn an

# B. degree.

In

l©3C5-54. it fill be neoeeeary for new t*3 0hers 1» Vm r’tsblie ftchoolô of the Rtr.W to

a three*year norï-ml dt»

p l o m for grade *ehool %ork t.:A A mater* r dei«*ree for
aerJlor high eohool work.

The t i m erent by t^aohere in

preimratloa for teaohin^ ha® therefor# been in.or«&*el by
about th.xe« year a.

Thio rj&ena that the rrad# eohool

te«.oh#r P:uat «T-oni ebout
a r e tic n

tl*a n b efj^r® I B IO .

|.er oontim %ore tiw in r-rerIh e n i f h a c h o c l t<^a«h«r A&2t

apend about so per oeatma .more tins than he did before
1910#

Eventually

this eactre trrlntng.

school© pust pay th/t teoohers for
tf the enhnole do not, deoirable

young: %en and w o æ n will seek other fields of enploynent.
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Value of the Dollar
11.

The drop in the imrchc*sln

poxrer of the dollar

eince 1913 le another vital

factor in the etory of rising

costs.

vt.s given en arbltraiy value

In 191.V, the dollar

O j. 100 cents hy the United States lahcr bureau of statis
tics.

:inoe 1913, the tlcllc.i has never ho, d the purchasing

power Or IGC cents.

In 1015, It took

105 cents to equal

the pur Ohs sing pur/er cf the1913 dollar.

In I t S O , it re

quired 200 cents to equal the purchasing power of the 1913
dollar.
lar,

In 1925, it took 170 cents to inatoh 1913* s dol

In 1930, it still took 151 cents, and in 1933 it took
cents to equal the purchasing po%er of the 1213 dollar,
12.

The Zp'Okane public schools have not increased ex

penditures to match the increase indicated ae neoassary by
the United States governiiisnc,
of the district,

The salaries cf the teachers

reprosenting about 75 per centum of the

totctl school cosba in dpokono, have lagged behind constant
ly.

Consequently,

while che general public(which includes

the teachers) was getting in 1930 only 62,1 cents worth of
puroliasd n g power from the lollar, the Dpokane public schools
were getting 60,7 oentc,
Enriched Curriculum
13.

The curriculum of the whole school uyr.tem has

been constantly enlarged and improved.
is not available for the grade schools.

Evidence of this
-lie high school
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changes, however, indlcete what has been done in all lev
els*

"During 1889— 30, the high school course of study of

fered three courses and 31 subjects,

Bight courses and

75 subjects are now offered (1332-33 ).

fhe number of

courses has been nearly tripled and "uiie number of subjects
have been increased nearly 160 per centum.
Bpacial Schools and ■?ervioes
14,

Irt otically all of the special schools and class

es in the Spokane school system have been inaugurated since
1910,

fhe special schools include a juvenile court soîiool,

a parental school, a school for mental dei'ectivos, and a
hospital school for crippled children.

Other snecial

schools have been discontinued in the past few years.

The

special classes conducted Include those for the blind and
deaf,

Speech correction classes ara included,

From time

to time uhe school system lias assumed other responsibili
ties,

These have bean too numerous to mention,
16,

TÏ1 Ô cost of the special schools and classes has

run as high as ("70,000 for one ;%ar.

The cost for 1932-33

was still ^39,208.90 for special schools and classes.
This sum is over two thirds as much as the whole school
system cost for the year of 1689-90,
The Building Program
1Ô,

The value of Cpokane school property in 1332-35

was $8,069,884,69,

In 1899-00,

the value of school prop-
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erty

been only -

v&,lue of high school

property ïiad inoreaRed from :150,000 In 1900 to exactly
v2,750,075,54 in 1930.
17,

To aid in the huiluing of the schools of the

city,

,4,.575,000 worth of bonds have been iseuod tinoe

1890,

At present s^l,157,000 is still outstanding and

must he paid b y 1951.
16.

Tills survey has failed to shov. how opeiating

costs have been increased by the addition of new buildings,

Howevex’, each new building requires heat, light,

water,

.janitor service, and engineering service.

1899-00 there were 17 bid.1 clings in Spokane,
these was a high school.

In

One of

In 193S-33 there are 71; build

ings in the school system,

The number of rooms in the

buildings in 1899-00 is not recorded.

In 1952-33 there

were 772 rooms, 20 auditoriums, and 6 gymnasiums,

rex-

haps the cost of operating the school buildings has been
increased as much as four times since 1899-00.
Increase in
19.
O f

chool oosts

Hie total cost of operation of tlie public schools

^-poka ne in 1889-90 was (23,833.55.

In 1930-31, the

oost of operation was Â1,880,157.44.
20,
s c h o o l

Hie total cost of operation of tho Spokane high

(South Central) was (319,204.12.

In 1930-31, the oost

of operation was v595,700.04.
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21,

1er capita costs for the vhole school eyetem were

4^20.58 in 1809-90,

They had moiinted to ^79,54 in 191.'3-14

and to t-95.81 In 1930-01.
22,

Per oaplto costs for the hlÿh school n-.rre ^49,43

in 1899-00,
23,

They had reached %115.31 in 1930-31.

In the li.o-ht of tho infomifition miinriuri^ed in

statements 1 to 18 inclnstve,

the author he] lever that the

rise in conte in Spokane has not been e%c

''Ire.

. s .u. mat

ter of fact, it is somewhat s n m r l p lip- tha t costs have not
run higher.
Re c or-mîtrida tiens
It was not the originel Intention o" tils :niTey to
conclude with any recommendations rhatsver.

"o’
^fver, the

survey has Indicated several thinra that could ho done
for thohenefit of the school systemî
1,

A Research and Publie it,y department would he of

inestimable value to tho Spokane public school rystem,

Praoti calls’" no research work hao been done In the "polrone
schools except by Superintendent 0, 0. ^r-:tt,
not enough to do the necess^.ry work.

Ouo man Is

Bed, des, it should

be the basinese of the superintendent to dIrect re'-cnrch
work, not to do the work himself.

lie. tine is too valus,-

ble to be exnended in routine matters,
2,

A city survey of school buildings and school at

tendance should be made In an attempt to (tonroliclrte cer
tain grade school buildings.

The area of the school dis-
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triot Is so lsrge(58 sqTiare miles) that consolidation
onght to be posr.ible and desirable.
3*

A study should he made into the advisability of

opening a junior college or at least a post—gradua to do—
pprtîuent in Bpohiano.

Ctate funds are not available for a

junior college, hut they v-ould he furnished for the post
graduate department.
4.

The comparative study of 20 cities sJiowed that

Spokane has maintained e good average In most of the items
considered.

The exception to this good ^hoTlng is in the

salaries paid to Spokane teachers.
he made in rog©.rd to salaries*

A further study should

If It should verify the

impression given by this study, a new salary schedule
would seem to he in order,
5.

The economy measures adopted by the school board

during the recent depression should be studied carefully.
%hare those measures have not rosolted in injuatioa or Inoffioionoy, they should be retained.

Certainly some of

tho economy measures wore not to the best interosta of the
school system,
3,

A study of the Spofene junior high school situa

tion should be mais.

Hither the junior high school organ

isation should be carried to completion or abandoned.

As

it now stands, the junior h l ^ school in Spokane seems to
be Tmsuocessful.
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BIB7^I0G:i.UîIT
Historical iîei’erenoes
^kusham^ Heleon

Spov.ane and the Inland imp Ire;
...111

J.

2 Vola.,

T lz r k o

^ -x h -

11 ah Inc Coaikiny, IT in.

corxplote history of Upokano and th'. Inland
I.evis and Clark expedition to 1910.
ÜXthough tliiEi Is a mbaorlptlon history. It is accnr—
ate In its recording of dates and statistics. Tiiere
la a tendency on the part of the tnxUior to be con a ior
aginatively ronuntlo in the handling of some of hla
details, i'or his basic material he has drain generoualy upon the early files of Spokane newspapers and
statomenta made by pioneer residents of the city.
lidwarda. Rev. Joiiachcm, History of :h-ck('ne Connt.y;

2 Vols.,

Spokane, ... II. Lever, r*ublinher, 1900#
Edwards* history was the flrot attempt to set do*.<n the
events of Importi'jace In Spokane County. 'She oub^ect
matter covers the same events mentioned in the volumes
written by Durham except that tîie account ends dixring
the early %/art of 1900# lïany 3jnportant happenings
are sketchily handled. Tliere is a tendency on the iart
of the autJior to make the account read like fiction.
The History of -'.pokane County is rated by local authorIt lea below tlie" ' o r}: *of'"'Xmxhun and the v.ork of i?\iller.
Faller, Goorge,

The Inland Tr,^lro;

4 Vols., Cr.okane and

Denver, it. G# LlndcrciîHï, Jhiblirher, 1928#
Apparently I\aier h&ii based hir account on the books
previously written by Durham and by Edwards. Kovever,
this Piletory is hiijily rated because of the stat‘îic-ntG
regarding the geography and geology of iipokan© and the
Inland Impiro# The facts related are more general la
scope than the statements by Durham and Ldwards. There
Is little attempt to become rortantlc or imaginative.
Had lAiller spent more tine on this history, it would
undoubtedly have been the bojt of the three local his
tories publiahed.
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::i..z

Bourd or

.

UT ex

,v.«ou.tlr-.;i or t\o ~;>obj.no ;'uT)lto

choole

looued 12 reporta In lo-lnted fora from 1009-90 to X917-18*
d ..11

Zic^c
tUo -u...: C*

,.o -

r.a j'ly.'L

tiufi for 109,..—vl*

_ .:,r

v-.1-.,.; -lo

----9 1 ; tiu. i-.o. ;Oüd

Jo..;Inning; \ith lOCi.,—94, theo© i'rporta v/cro

IcLiiod every t\.o y euro until 1917—10#

-even cJT tlieeo reports

b^* the lonrl ui*c u:^cd no rort.roaoea tu t4 *a etudy*
the yeur 19U-;;o, a chun^o in echool rc.-portu took
place*

y-.t Irre^uln:* bitervalw the tuperlntundent hau ^ubllrhea

hrc 0:a annual report to cover aono poix*t of cepeolal Intercat
to tho fâeî-.;ôùla at the tl&iu#
reporta#

-'our of

^.o fur there have been lu of theae

are H o t e l au relerencco in th:o ct*.jJp#

.Ü arSLiJutiX report ep'’ la© uecreUry c.i uehoolo hv..e .een
luaufd eacU p'eur nlnco 1919-10*

hoar teen uuch reporte are in

exiatenoo*

I.*1îic of thoo arc rcforcncoa for thio p.rcut:rit ^ork

on the

of ueconluz-y education In *-pob*ne*

00ht

The ecrzplet©

lict of cn-.'»fil rcporto uced In th*o rcacurc^i followo;
.uuitful rx-porto of the -oara uf <«.ucutl.a.

1 report

the

"d;lla , chool:- pf - ..eh vne. -a'%

hixteentli tainu.:.! report, It09-C'0, . puhane, ifOC-, _ # 1-7f#
BiC 2ir.laX herort of, tho Itillic

'c^ooXfj of

T\-jcnty-firot and t'acatir-occond

rohanr. ■r 'h..lre:t<rt#

reporte, 149f-9à

and 199i>9d, . p-obrnc, lüPü, p, d-le7*
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Biennial jjepoyt of the Public ^choola of “Spokane> \ anhln/^tton.
Tv/oatyflfth and tv/ont y sixth annual reports, 1096-99
and 1099-1900, Spokane, 1900, p. 6-140.
jË^.?.Bn,l^,l .Heport ,o^ the Public schools of Spokane. Saohtnrton.
Thirty-first

and thirty-second

annualreports,1904-05

and 1905-06,

Sî>okaae, 1906, p.

7-91.

Bleruilal jteport of the Pu.Pile Jchoola of Spokane, v.aehIrspton.
T h i r t y third

and thirty-fourth

annualreports,1906-07

and 1907-08,

Spokane, 1908, p.

8-94.

Biennial Heport of tho Public schools of Spokane.

anhlnrton.

Thlrtyfifth and thlrtysixth annual reporta, 1900-09
and 1909-10, Spokane, 1910, p. 9-157.
Biennial Report of the Ihibllo >->choolB of Oeokane.

anhlarton.

Thirty-ninth and fortieth annual reports, 1918-13 and
1913-14, Spokane, 1914, p. 10-112.
Annual Reports of the City Superintendent
Annufil Report of the Superintendent.

Hiirty-third annual re

port, 1920-21, Spokane, baahington, 1921, p.

1-25.

Biennial Report of the fhinerintendent of Nchoole. Hilrty
fifth and thirtyalxth annual reporta, 1922-23 and 1923-24,
Spokane,

aahin^ton, 1924, p. 3—53.

Fifty-fifth ;omual Report of the Spokane Tublic S.ohools#

Re

port of the Super intend ont g Spokane, .aîîhiïscton, 19o0,
p . 8—39.
Flf ty-elf7hth ?‘JinUfàl Report of the Spokane JUblio .clvoola.
Report of the Superintendent, Spokane, ' aahin^ton, 1933,
p. 5-61.
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Reporta o£ tho Ueoretary o£ the Board
Ijgport M : M_eqretary.

Forty*fifth a n n m l report* X919-;jO*

Sp o kane, V^ai^ln^jton, 1920, p, 1-4 1 ,

—

ik£,f?.;?,1; 2Î, jjeQretary»

Forty*sixth annual report, 1920-21,

Spokane, v:ashln,:ton, 1921, p, 1-44*
Rg]?oyt of Oeqretary.

Fiftieth annual report, 1924-26,

Spokane, Washington, 1926, p. 1-40.
Annual Report ^

èeoretary.

Fifty-firet annual report, 1926-20,

Spokane, Vfashlnston, 1926, p. 1-47.
Annual Report of Secretary.

Fifty-fourth annual report, 192C-29,

Spokane, -ashington, 1929, p. 1-42,
Annual Rerort of Seoyetary.

Fifty-fifth annual report, 1929-20,

Spokane, Y-aiïhington, 19SO, p. 1-43.
Annual Report of the secretary.

Fifty-sixth annual report,

1920-31, Spokane, Vachlngton, 1921, p. 1-48.
Annual Report of secretary.

Fifty-seventh annual report, 1921-22,

Spokane, Washington, 1922, p. 1-46.
Annual Report of Seoretary.

Fifty-eighth annual report, 1922-22,

Spokane, Washington, 1922, p. 1-46.
lîlaoollaneoua School heports
Pratt, 0, C., .■>. Glimpse of Spokane*o So>\ool Finnncee: a Bo.ord of
Education Report, October, 1922, p. 1-4.
Pratt, 0. C., Pubito School Dlreotory; a Board of Iduoation Re
port, October, 1920, p. 6-82*
Pratt, 0. Ü., Zhibllo Sphool Directory; a Board of education Re
port, October, 1922, p. 6-76»
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Pratt, 0* c., Spokane Salary Sohe<lxa«2 a Board of Eduoatlon Re
port, 1921, p, 3-13^
Pratt, 0, c., Spokane Sçg^iooi

. 1925-34j a Board of Bduoa-

tloa Report, April, 1933, p. 1-21,
-^x^lle jjehool Payroll, 1899-19001 a Board of Education
Permanent Record, 1900, unnumbered pages.
Spokane ^ b l t e ^ohool Payroll, 1909-101 a Board of Education
Permanent Record, 1910, unnumbered pages,
Spokane Publia Sohool Payroll, 1919*20g a Board of Education
Permanent Record, 1920, ummnbered pages.
Newspaper Articles
Spokane Oironiele, Cowles Publishing Company, Spokane, Washington,
Bovember 9, 1932, p. 1,
Spokane Chronicle. Cowles Publishing Company, Spokane, Waehljngtou,
September S, 1933, p, 1#
Spokane Preaa. Teresa Publiehlng Company, Spokane, Washington,
January 19, 1934, p# 1*
Spo k e e m n

Review. Cowlea Publishing Company, Spokane, Washington,

January 12, 1932, p, 1#
Spokesman Review, Cowles Publishing Company, Spokane, Washington,
Jaamiarr

22 ,

1932, p,

1,

Spoke8f!K*n Review. Cowles Publishing Company, Spokane, Washington,
July 22, 1933, 111 Sections, 1, p. 18-23.
Spokesman Review. Cowles Publishing Company, Spokane, Washington,
November 3, 1933, P# 1#
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llpythr €^st ZlnlnE. ^ JvRvtm?.

ra.. by J, A. Ford, June,

19 Z/Î2, p # 1"*S *
He^xlag BijqAetln of tho Frokano ;:ho.nkor of Commerce. 19^0.
Hd, by J. A. rord, :%rch, 19^0, p. 1-50.
Spokane. Center of the Rleh Inloncl

:4, by J.

a

. Ford,

m y , 1900, p. 1-10.
îdai’aAine .Art i d e m
ran oat lono.l Go ots. 0 chool and

'oolety. Ed* by J* ItcFoen dattell

York City, Jamutry 10, 1901}, p* 62»
State and National koports
Cert 1"1 oat ion of Teaohr rm. Ismied b. the .State of vaskln^ton,
Olympia, 1902, p. S-15.
Metropolitan Dlotrlotm. Fifteenth Conc'is of the United states
(1900), V ashln£;ton, T). C., p* 77, 79, 01, 80, 87, 100,
109, 125, 131, 197, 219, 825, 203, 847.
Session Tia^^a of '

Inrton. 1909. locucd by the :tato of

’a'Jhln-gton, Olympia, 1910, p. 064.
Session T.Hav a of Vashlnf^ton. 1903. Issued by the State of
Washington, Olympia, 1904, p. 106-167.
StatIstioal Abstraot of tho United States. United States
OoverzuaeJit Report, United eta tea Dep&trtment of Commeroe
(1901), p. 240.
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614 Bernard Street
Spokane, Washington
October 18, 1933
City Superintendent of Schools
Long Beach
California
Dear Sir:
The Professional Status Conriittee of the Spokane High
School Tea.chers * Association is at present conducting a sur
vey of high school costs in Spokane and in other cities of
approximately the same size# Consequently, the committee is
collecting data from all cities in the United States \7ith a
population between 100,000 and 130,000# Twenty-nine cities
fall within this group# The population of Spokane is
115,514#
In addition to the cities between 100,000 and 130,000
in population, the committee is seeking information from
seven other communities, which are considered typical of
western states# These communities are Seattle, Wash.;
Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Long Beach, Calif.;
Walla Walla, Wash.; Boise, Ida,; and Great Falls, IIo-t.
The purpose of this survey of high sohool costs is
chiefly educational. By it, the teachers of Spokane hope
to be able to present the actual facts of high school costs
to the citizens of Spokane. The cormiiittee expects to com
pare such items as value of school property, services ren
dered by the schools, courses of study, mill levy, enroll
ment, attendance, qualifications of the teachers, and all
principal budgetary items# It is the Intention of the com
mittee to send a surnnary of its findings to the superin
tendent of each participating system.
The committee realizes that this is a year filled with
momentous problems for each school executive# Therefore,
we are not asking anyone to spend valuable time in filling
out a questionnaire. V/e feel that it would be more con
venient for you to mail us:
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A copy of the report of the sohool district for
tho school year of 1932-33.
A copy of tho school huapiot for tho sohool year
of 1933-34.
A copy of the salary echediilo for employees of
the sohool district.

rVe are enoloslng postare to cover mailing: charges.
.a are also ??Ill In g to pay the oost of the reports them
selves If you ^ 1 1 notify us as to the amount,
rinoerely yours.
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1S33-34 Taxation valuation of your district
Taxation valuation i s v/liat percent of real valuation
1G33-34 îiilla,:;e for c ost of operation
1933-34 H i liage for bond retirement
1933-34 Actual bonded Indebtedness of your district

Average daily attendance for 1952- 33
Average K. S. dally attendance (1932-33)
Average J, E. S. daily attendance (1932-33)
Average grade daily attendance (1932-33)
School Budget for 1932-33
Per capita average cost II, S. pupil 1932-33___ ______
Per capita average cost J* H, S. pupil 1932-33
Per capita average cost grade pupil 1932-33_______ ___
Actual nimiber teaching days;:
j.9 o O -3 4

a iV L lio

1932-33

r un

lA n u -.n -U ü

: 1933-34
ij.i

lu U K

iji.'T jiIC i'

Salary

_____

-fijiajiagh

■Teachers

U.S.
1
J.II.S.
AAaatihe.r-----

I

Grade
Teacher
iPor classification a teacher is defined exactly as defined
ill the ÎT, S, A. Questionnaire,
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Tan aO'irrL cr-’ . .

r? -'Triy; 18G9-90

Grade nine
T.,

Ai.tin

Tng-lieh

olenttflo
1

0«orraph7
T-atln ar&ramr
Bookkeeping

Geo rniaphy

L a iln aro.m m T
Governraont

''npii eh Grarzr%î.r
Bookkeeping*
a
Algehra
roî-^llrli '^rann&r
aovemnont

'Tghor ATlthnotlo

TTlpther ...rlthnotlo

<s

/.Ip^bra

Craie

FI che r Ari thne H o
C

r e

m

a

a

Gneear ani roee
Compoeitlon
Botany
2
A

l r

e

^

r

German
Cae ea r and ■'ro re
GorapoKltlon
Botany

G

I f
e

e
n

b

r

m

o

t a

n

n

1
Alcehra
G

e

r m

a

Gicero and rote
General ITotory
?>

Geometry
Oloero and roce
Chemintry
inp-l^f^h Fit»

e

i m

a

nçllGh 'Irtory
: r à

w

l n

c

ihilOPO^'hy
r ©

b

r a

Anplleh ”1^tory
Ahétorlo
o

t e

n

y

Toven

Al cobra
G

n

TTfhor ,rltîim0tlc

B

y

Grade

Alpebra
T'iïirTlp.h f^rarruar
Covemrient
Tlrliar ;rlthnetlo

• ' T

a

merlean Ht *
B

2

Ton

Ficher \rlthmetlo
German
Drawing
.’hilosoT-hy
.

#

..'.If-ebra
Geopr&phy
Boockeepini^
Tnrllsh Gràfgnar

n

hetorle
General T a tory
3

Geometry
General nietory
Chemistry
Tngllsh hit*

Al peb ra
..rithnotlo
nerioan Tît.
Cenert'l "Tfrtory
2

Geometry
General ’Tptory
Chemistry
Tnclieh Fit *
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Grade Twelve

Geonetry
Virgil
Astronomy
2

Geometry
Virgil
Feyohology

Geometry
Geology
Aetronoiuy

Geometry
Geology
Actronoray
2

2

Geometry
«oology
Feychology

Geometry
loology
reychology
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The Lewis and Clark High SchooL-Courses ot Study, 1932-1933

g
Q.
CLASSICAL

■D

SCIENTIFIC

GENERAL

CD

C/)
C/)

3.
3"

Q.

■D
CD

C/)
C/)

Fourth Year

FIN E ARTS

ENGLISH
JUNIOR BUSINESS
PRACTICE
COMMERCIAL
ARITHMETIC and
COMMUNITY LIFE
Algebra
General Science
Ancient History

ENGLISH
JUNIOR BUSINESS
PRACTICE
COMMERCIAL
ARITHMETIC and
COMMUNITY LIFE
Algebra
General Science
Ancient History

ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
SHOP WORK, ME
CHANICAL and
FREEHAND
DRAWING
Ancient History
General Science
Foreign Language

ENGLISH
CLOTHING—1st sem.
FOODS and NUTRI
TION—2nd sem.
GENERAL SCIENCE
Ancient History
Foreign Language
Algebra

ENGLISH
ANCIENT HISTORY
FINE ARTS
Algebra
General Science

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
GEOMETRY
ZOOLOGY or
BOTANY
Foreign Language
Modern History

ENGLISH
GEOMETRY
Foreign Language
Modern History
Zoology or Botany

ENGLISH
BOOKKEEPING
INDUSTRIAL
GEOGRAPHY and
CIVICS
Foreign Language
Modem History
Geometry

ENGLISH
BOOKKEEPING
INDUSTRIAL
GEOGRAPHY and
CIVICS
Foreign Language
Modem History
Geometry

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
COSTUME DESIGN
1st semester
CLOTHING
2nd semester
Geometry
Foreign Language
Modern History
Zoology or Botany
PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
MODERN HISTORY
FINE ARTS
Zoology or Botany
Geometry
Foreign Language

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
GEOMETRY
SHOP WORK.
FOUNDRY, and
MECHANICAL
DRAWING
Foreign Language
Modem History
Zoology or Botany
PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
PHYSICS
PHYSICS or
PHYSICS or
MODERN LAN
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
GUAGE
CIVICS
LATIN
Intermediate Algebra Foreign Language
Foreign Language
Solid Geometry
Intermediate Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
Civics
Solid Geometry
Solid Geometry
Reading and Speaking Reading and Speaking
Civics
News Writing
Reading and Speaking News Writing
News Writing

ENGLISH
BOOKKEEPING
Foreign Language
Chemistry
Physics
Shorthand and Type
writing
Reading and Speaking

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
SHORTHAND and
PHYSICS
ELECTRICITY,
TYPEW RITING
MACHINE SHOP,
Foreign Language
Bookkeeping
or ARCHITEC
Modem History
TURAL DRAW.
Reading and Speaking Foreign Language
Intermediate Algebra
Solid Geometry
Civics
Reading and Speaking

ENGLISH
FOODS and NUTRI
TION—1st sem.
INTERIOR DECO
RATION—2nd sem.
H. ARTS CHEM.
Foreign Language
Intermediate Algebra
Solid Geometry
Civics
Reading and Speaking

ENGLISH
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
PIN E ARTS—A or B
Chemistry
Physics
Intermediate Algebra
Solid Geometry
Civics
Reading and Speaking

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
LATIN
Foreign Language
Economics
History of Northwest
Trigonometry
Advanced Algebra
Chemistry
Geology
Reading and Speaking
Sociology

ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
CHEMISTRY
Foreign Language
Economics
History of Northwest
Trigonometry
Advanced Algebra
Geology
Reading and Speaking
Sociology

ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
Foreign Language
Economics
History of Northwest
Trigonometry
Advanced Algebra
Chemistry
Geology
Reading and Speaking
Sociology

ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
ECONOMICS
COMMERCIAL LAW
History of Northwest
Shorthand and Type
writing
Reading and Speaking
Sociology

ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
SHORTHAND and
TYPEW RITING
ECONOMICS
COMMERCIAL LAW

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
U. S. HISTORY
U. S. HISTORY
MACHINE SHOP or CLOTHING—1st sem.
FOODS and NUTRI
MECHANICAL
TION—2nd sem.
DRAWING
Foreign Language
Foreign Language
Economics
Economics
History of Northwest History of Northwest
Reading and Speaking
Geology
Trigonometry
Advanced Algebra
Chemistry
Reading and Spesddng
PHYSICAL TRAIN. PHYSICAL TRAIN.

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

CD

HOME ECONOMICS

ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
Foreign Language
Ancient History
General Science
Manual Arts or
Home Economics

CD
CD

MANUAL ARTS

ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
GENERAL SCIENCE
Ancient History
Foreign Language
Manual Arts or
Home Economics

ENGLISH
GEOMETRY
LATIN
Foreign Language
Second Y e a r____ Modern History
Zoology or Botany

■D
O
Q.
C
a
O
3
"O
O

COMMERCIAL
B—STENOGRAPHIC
and SECRETARIAL

ENGLISH
ALGEBRA
LATIN
Ancient History
General Science
Manual A rts or
Home Economics

8

ci'

COMMERCIAL
A—GENERAL
BUSINESS

PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ENGLISH
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
FINE ARTS— A or B
A R T APPRECIA
TION
U, S. HISTORY
Economics
History of Northwest
Reading and Speaking

PHYSICAL TRA IN .

The subjects !n capitals are required. Others are optional.
Music, Public Speaking and Commercial subjects do not ordinarily satisfy college entrance requirements.
Chorus, Orchestra» and Band are elective for four years. Music Appreciation, History of Music, and Harmony are elective in the last three years.
Pine A rts elective for two years.
Metal A rt and A rt Appreciation elective to Seniors. Applied Arts and Lettering electi ve for one year.
One period electives in Home Economics: Social Relations, girls 10th, 11th, 12th grades; boys 11th and 12th grades. Clothing Selection, 11th and 12th grades. Personal and Home
Problems, 11th and 12th grades. Commercial Decoration, 11 and 12th grades.
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Form 11

High School Text Books"4932'1933
ENGLISH
Hcrman’a Studies In Grammar
Tanner's Composition and Rhetoric
Greever and Jones’ Century Handbook of
Writing
Bowlin and Marsh’s Vocational English
Long’s Outlines of English Literature
Rich’s A Study of the Types of Literature
Phillips’ Effective Speaking
Holzinger’s Fundamentals of Business Eng
lish
Laycock and Spofford’s Manual of Argu
mentation
Newcomer and Andrews’ Twelve Centuries
of English Poetry and Prose
Tanner’s Essay and Essay Writing
Miller’s High School Reporting and Editing
The Lake High School Song Book
LATIN
Ullman and Henry’s New Elementary Latin
Ullman and Henry’s Second Latin Book
Gunnison and Harley’s Cicero’s Orations
Greenough, Kittrcdge and Jenkins’ Virgil’s
Acneid
Gleason’s Ovid
D’Ooge’s Latin Composition
Nutting’s Supplementary Latin Composi
tion
Bennett’s Latin Grammar
MODERN LANGUAGES
Bacon’s New German Grammar
Friedman Arjona-Carvajal’s Spanish
DeVitis’ Spanish Reader
Hills and Cano’s Cuentos y Leyendas
Downer and Knickerbocker’s A First
Course In French
Meras’ Le Premier Livre
Meras’ Le Seconde Livre
Comfort’s French Prose Composition
Francois’ Advanced French Prose Composi
tion
Selected Editions of French Classics
Selected Editions of Spanish Classics
Selected Editions of German Classics
HISTORY AND ECONOMICS
West’s Early Progress
West’s Modern Progress
Bourne and Benton’s American History for
Secondary Schools
Schafer’s History of the Pacific Northwest
Magruder’s American Government
Williamson’s Introduction to Economics

Ross’ Civic Sociology
Edmonson and Dondineau’s
through Problems

Citizenship

A RT
Rcdnach’s Apollo

T H E LE W IS A N D CLA R K HIG H S C H O O L
9PO KANB.

W A S H IN 6 T O N

SCIENCE
Clement, Collister and Thurston’s Elemen
tary Science
Harris and Lacey’s Everyday Foods
McGowan and Waite’s Textiles and Cloth
ing
Bergen and Caldwell’s Practical Botany
Kellogg and Doane’s Economic Zoology
Black and Davis’ Practical Physics
Black and Conant’s Chemistry
McPherson and Henderson’s Laboratory
Practice in Chemistry
Bailey’s Sanitary and Applied Chemistry
Backwelder and Burrows’ Elements of
Geology
Todd’s New Astronomy
Jackson and Black’s Elementary Electricity
and Magnetism

Courses ot Study and General Information

MATHEMATICS

The courses of study of The Lewis and Clark High School require an average of at
least four hours of preparation daily from the student of ordinary ability.
Usually pupils will be able to make one-half of the necessary preparation in the sdiool
room. They should devote not less than two hours to intensive study a t hom a Pupils
who are not in good health, those who engage in outside occupations and those who parti
cipate extensively in social functions, will be disappointed in the attem pt to complete the
course of study in four years. Parents should bear in mind that the demands of the school
upon the pupils’ activities make it impossible for them to devote attention to matters foreign
to serious study on the evenings of school days.
Parents are asked to co-operate with the school in securing the prompt and regular
attendance of their children. I t should be remembered that the school is a place of bualneaa,
and th at proper reasons for absence or tardiness are few. Much of the discouragement and
most of the failures of the unsuccessful student are the results of irregular attendance upo&
the sessions of the school.
Thirty-two credits, two of which will ordinarily be in physical education, are required
for graduation. A credit is given for the satisfactory completion of a five hour subject for
one semester.
Students intending to enter college should elect such optional subjects aa may be re
quired to meet the entrance requirements of the college chosen.
No student will be given credit toward graduation in any language unless he has com
pleted at least two years’ work in that language. In other studies, continuing morethan
one semester, no credit will be gi en toward graduation for less than one year’s work.
Substitutions will be allowed >nly when such are needed in preparation for college or
for some other equally urgent res ion. The consent of the principal must be obtained in
such cases.
No student, after selecting a ct irse, will be allowed to change th at course, except upon
the written request of the parent or niardian and the consent of the principal .
Special students will not be ent uraged, and but a limited number permitted.

Schorling and Clark’s Modern Algebra
Wells and H art’s Second Course In Algebra
Hawkes’ Advanced Algebra
Wells and H art’s Modern Plane Geometry
Well’s New and Plane Trigonometry
Kenyon and Ingold’s Elements of Plane
Trigonometry
Wentworth and HUI’s Logarithmic Tables
COMMERCIAL
Sutton and Lennes’ Business Arithmetic
Gregg Shorthand
Gregg Speed Practice
Weaver’s Business Law
Crabbe and Blinker’s General Business
Training
Junior Business Practice
Twentieth Century Bookkeeping
Rational Typewriting
Whitebeck’s Industrial Geography
Zaner Metliod of Writing
MANUAL ARTS
French and Svenson’s Mechanical Drawing
for High Schools
Jones’ Essentials of Applied Electricity

1932-1933
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